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Housing Needs Assessment After a Local Disaster

A Final Report on 
Housing Recovery Research Conducted in Eight Iowa Cities 

Two Years Following the Iowa Floods of 2008

Overview
Iowa State University and Iowa State University Extension and Outreach Community and Economic Development (CED) 
received a contract from the Iowa Department of Economic Development (IDED) to develop a methodology to assess 
housing needs following natural disasters. 

The primary components of this research project are analyses of the economic impact the 2008 Iowa floods and the 
impact of the national recession on the speed of recovery; assessment of quantitative statistical data measuring the 
loss of housing and the types of replacement housing needed to meet expected community growth levels; Geographic 
information systems (GIS) mapping of planning scenarios; and development of a template for regional planning agencies 
and community leaders to use addressing future disasters.

The research project was augmented with two forms of qualitative research—focus groups and key informant interviews, 
as well as quantitative research in the form of an online survey. The data from focus groups and key informant interviews 
provide context and meaning to the statistical data in that they tell the story, in the participants’ own words, of their 
communities’ experiences during the flood, in the days immediately following the flood, and in the long months of 
recovery. These data gathering methods also provided information about participants’ interactions with the variety of 
agencies and programs that these communities had at their disposal to undertake the work of long-term recovery. The 
online survey was used to capture additional input from stakeholders who were unable to participate in any of the city-
based focus group sessions or who had stated a preference to receive an electronic survey rather than being interviewed 
individually.

IDED, the Iowa Finance Authority (IFA) and the Rebuild Iowa Office (RIO) selected eight Iowa cities of various sizes and 
types to gain an understanding of how program implementation differed by the size and type of community being served 
and to identify the unique challenges these communities have encountered in their recent experiences with the loss of 
housing due to a natural disaster. The cities chosen were Cedar Rapids, Charles City, Columbus Junction, Coralville, Iowa 
City, Mason City, Waterloo and Waverly.

This report summarizes key themes and content analyses of the focus group and informant interviews, as well as the 
statistical analysis of the online survey.
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and where current development of replacement housing 
is occurring. The questions were drafted in a way that 
focused participants’ responses on their experiences with 
local, state and federal programs. Attendees were asked 
to identify the barriers they faced using the assistance 
programs available, describe what could have been done 
differently to meet their needs more adequately, and, 
most importantly, make recommendations to the state 
to develop programs that will assist them in filling the 
remaining gaps in their overall housing and community 
recovery strategy.

The first level of analysis identified key themes from 
each of the focus groups by city. The key themes were 
then aggregated. Next, key themes were identified for 
each question with all responses from all focus groups 
aggregated.

The second level of analysis measured the frequency of 
certain key themes mentioned across cities and across 
questions.

Guided by the key themes and frequency patterns, the 
research team conducted a thorough content analysis 
of all focus group materials to identify repeated themes, 
common experiences, and the best examples for 
highlighting specific recommendations.

Introduction
This section of the report provides a key themes analysis 
and content analysis of seven focus groups conducted in 
September 2010 in Cedar Rapids, Charles City, Columbus 
Junction, Iowa City/Coralville, Mason City, Waterloo and 
Waverly. This report also summarizes recommendations 
by participants that would have made their recovery 
efforts more successful, as well as what worked well for 
these communities in meeting the challenges they faced. 
The raw data on which the conclusions and observations 
in this report were made are included as appendices.

Methodology
ISU Extension CED facilitated seven focus group sessions 
in the study communities selected by IDED, RIO and the 
IFA. Table 1 shows the dates and the number of attendees 
for the focus groups.

IDED, RIO and IFA provided lists from which focus group 
participants were selected. The list for each community 
was populated using the following set of selection criteria: 
city administrators, city planners, economic developers, 
school district officials, public housing authorities, public 
works superintendents, realtors, bankers, county and 
city elected officials, councils of government, community 
action agencies, consumer credit counseling, nonprofit 
agencies working in disaster relief efforts, county 
emergency management officials, and neighborhood 
groups.

Dates, times and sites were identified in each community. 
The ISU research team invited participants via telephone, 
and those available to attend were sent an e-mail 
confirming the time, date, and location of the focus group. 
A facilitator from ISU Extension CED conducted the focus 
groups, which were recorded, transcribed and submitted 
to an analyst on the research team. The participants were 
assured of anonymity; therefore, individual responses are 
reported without using names. Identifiers such as “banker” 
or “city official” provide a perspective for their remarks.

The same questions were used for all of the focus groups 
(see figure 1). The questions provided structure for a 
guided conversation during which the participants could 
share community-specific examples of the impact the 2008 
floods had on their housing stock and identify specific 
populations affected most severely. Participants were asked 
about particular areas of town that were affected the most 

Table 1. Focus group schedule

Location Date
No. of 

participants
Columbus Junction Sept. 1, 2010 11
Waterloo Sept. 9, 2010 8
Cedar Rapids Sept. 10, 2010 4
Iowa City/Coralville Sept. 14, 2010 14
Waverly Sept. 14, 2010 4
Charles City Sept. 15, 2010 6
Mason City Sept. 21, 2010 9

A Qualitative Analysis of Focus Groups
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Aggregated Key Themes and Frequency of 
Responses by Focus Group Question

Greatest Impact on Housing Availability

Table 2 identifies the answers most frequently given to 
the question: “What has been the greatest impact on the 
availability of housing in your community as a result of the 
floods of 2008?”

The top three concerns that emerged from the answers to 
this question are: (1) the tremendous loss of both residential 
and commercial property in the communities located in 
the Iowa and Cedar River Valleys, (2) the potential loss 
of population/migration patterns and (3) the difficulty 
of distinguishing negative impacts of the flood from 
symptoms of the overall national economy.

Several potential future problems also emerged in the 
responses, including the increase in the number of mobile 
homes, the increase in the number of households doubling 
up (i.e., two households in one structure), and the number 

of people who have repaired their homes but continue 
to live in the floodplain. The increase in mobile homes 
presents an attractive option to homeowners when the price 
or availability of other housing is beyond their financial 
means. Likewise, doubling up—once considered a form of 
homelessness—is indicative of a tight housing market and 
the insufficiency of other housing options. Lastly, homes 
remaining in the floodplain are at risk of damage or loss 
caused by future floods and represent a potential liability.

1 . What has been the greatest impact on the 
availability of housing in your community as 
a result of the floods of 2008?

2 . What populations have had the hardest 
time replacing the housing they lost?

3. What areas have you noticed developing 
faster than others and what is it about 
those areas that may have presented an 
attractive option for housing?

4 . What type of incentives or programs do you 
think the State could develop to meet the 
housing needs that haven’t been addressed 
yet?

5 . What are some ways that people grieved 
the losses resulting from the flood and what 
impact did the immediacy of their needs 
have on your ability to help people plan for 
a sustainable future?

6. What could have been done differently to 
make this recovery process more responsive 
to your needs?

Table 2. Greatest impact on housing availability

Statement
No. of 

responses
Loss of housing (all price points, owner-
occupied and rental) 10
Where has the population gone? 5
Loss of businesses 4
Availability of affordable housing under 
$100,000 3
Lack of assistance for landlords 3
Absorbing flood victims in existing housing 
stock 3
Population moving to other communities 
in the region 3
More people moving into mobile homes 3
Need for data regarding what is a flood 
impact versus what is an overall economy 
impact 3
People doubling up with family and friends 3
Basements not covered by flood program 3
Number of people who repaired and stayed 
in homes located in floodplain 3
Loss of households’ investments in housing 2
People were able to get into better homes 2
Down payment assistance was helpful 2
Upside-down mortgages/foreclosures 2
Loss of rental and low-income units 2
Lack of development of new affordable 
multifamily housing 2
Difficulties of proving eligibility for 
assistance programs 2
Elderly impacted the most 2
Individuals were not able to purchase their 
FEMA trailers 2
There are housing units available 2
There are still people who have not cleaned 
up their houses 2

Figure 1. Focus group questions
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Populations Most Impacted By Loss of Housing

Table 3 identifies the answers most frequently given to the 
question: “What populations have had the hardest time 
replacing the housing they lost?”

Participants named low-income and elderly people as 
two population groups having by far the most difficulties. 
Local leaders said that a sizeable number of individuals 
did not know how to seek assistance. The reasons given 
were language barriers, distrust of the government and 
mental illness.

Losing a home that was completely paid for and assuming 
either a new mortgage or monthly rent was particularly 
difficult for the elderly living on fixed incomes made more 
limited by the simultaneous loss of investment income 
caused by the national recession.

Low-income people cited a lack of local capacity for 
working with marginalized populations as the reason for 
difficulties they experienced. This is evidenced by the lack 
of outreach services and the trouble assistance providers 
had explaining program eligibility, reimbursement rules 
and processing documentation paperwork.

New Housing Areas in Development

Table 4 identifies the most frequently cited answers to the 
question: “What areas have you noticed developing faster 
than others and what is it about those areas that may have 
presented an attractive option for housing?”

Most focus group participants indicated that new 
development is not happening. Others said that when 
development does occur, it is located on the peripheries 
of the community. Increasing the size of metropolitan 
services areas was cited as a revenue challenge for 
impacted metropolitan areas, as well as leap frog 
development—that is, the building of new residences on 
less expensive land farther away from the metropolitan 
area, bypassing vacant parcels located closer to the city.

In Their Own Words…

“Many people didn’t have mortgages-[their] houses [were] 
paid off. Couldn’t afford monthly mortgage payments. This 
was a big gap-owners became renters. More people [are] 
moving into mobile homes-could use FEMA money to 
buy outright. People in buy-out process, with upside-down 
mortgages-50% going into mobile homes.”

 – Cedar Rapids finance/banker

“They just rebuilt. There was no one there to step up and say 
‘we are going to help you.’ They’d already done the work. We 
really got no assistance because by the six months it took to 
get here…” 

– Charles City economic developer

“We had 162 homes before. We have 60 now…I’m not sure 
where everybody went.” 

– Columbus Junction citizen/volunteer

“Surprised by number of people who stayed in portions of 
their (damaged) home and said: ‘It doesn’t smell too bad.’” 

– Mason City participant

Table 3. Populations most impacted by loss of housing

Statement
No. of 

responses
Low-income 8
Elderly 5
People didn’t know how to seek assistance 5
Program rules changed frequently 4
People who had paid off mortgages 3
Handicapped 3
Individuals spent money on ineligible 
expenses

3

Delay in start of Jumpstart program 3
Jumpstart for businesses worked well 3
People were able to access better housing 
than they had before the flood

3

Elderly housing filled immediately 2
Inability to assist contract buyers 2
People did not understand programs 2
Distrust of government 2
FEMA staffing problems 2
People had problems with receipts and 
other forms of eligibility documentation

2

People used funds to pay for other 
immediate needs (car, credit card, cell 
phone)

2

Access to mortgage financing 2
People were not able to access better 
housing than they had before the flood

2

Housing prices are higher 2
People living “doubled up” with family or 
friends

2
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Respondents in the three larger metropolitan areas 
indicated that development is taking place in rural areas 
near their cities, and identified the ease of use of the 
United States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) rural 
housing development funds as a contributing factor 
toward those individual household location choices.

State Incentive Programs

Table 5 identifies the most frequently cited answers to the 
question: “What types of incentives or programs do you 
think the state can develop to meet the housing needs that 
haven’t been addressed yet?”

The responses to this question did not show a clear 
preference, but were rather more of a laundry list of 
issues participants had encountered in working with 
existing programs. As with the previous question, many 

participants mentioned the ease of working with USDA 
loan programs for rural housing development and the 
importance of having down payment assistance available 
to fill financing. Access to permanent mortgage financing 
was also frequently mentioned. Throughout the focus 
group conversations, participants said that affluent people 
had personal resources available to them. Participants 
also noted that many programs were available to assist 
80–100% of median family income; however, middle-
income families needed help either through gap financing 
for single-family construction and home ownership or 
down payment assistance. Also mentioned was a lack of 
programs available for landlords of existing multifamily 
housing units, as well as a lack of programs available to 
assist the purchase of homes on contracts by individuals 
who are not considered either homeowners or renters in 
many of the programs available.

Table 4. New housing areas in development

Statement
No. of 

responses
Flood didn’t spur any new development 6
Development at periphery of community 3
Lack of in-fill development 2
Building permits are down 2
Higher income levels were the only people 
who had choices

2

People moved to other towns in the area 2
Increase in mobile homes 2

In Their Own Words…

“Leap frog development. The city council doesn’t have the 
political will to promote a comprehensive plan to prevent 
this. Our service periphery has grown from 52 square miles 
to 72 square miles.”

– Cedar Rapids community developer

“The most number of units that have come on are 
independent of the floods. Private sector rental units have 
grown in the immediate downtown area aimed at university 
student market.” 

– Iowa City participant

“It didn’t spur any new development.” 
– Charles City economic developer

“Only one new unit was built as a result of the flood and it 
was built outside the city—a $700,000 home.” 

– Mason City participant

In Their Own Words …

“The Jumpstart state program was much easier than the 
federal program. It was like night and day. The State handed 
over a check and they could do whatever they wanted. 
Federal had many requirements for contractors, oversight, 
etc.” 

– COG disaster planner

“Inequality between state and federal programs was 
extreme. Landlord federal program was most difficult. Also, 
landlords are opposed to the guidelines.” 

– Cedar Rapids community developer

“A problem I have is we don’t really know what our housing 
needs are. We’ve been waiting for the census. Hard to devise 
a plan to address shortages.” 

– City manager

“A lot of thought for IFA, throwing in $1,000 down 
payment assistance is just ridiculous because it doesn’t 
push any transactions ahead. Financing needs some kind 
of guarantee, even limited, like USDA, something that fits 
between the cracks.” 

– Charles City banker

“Another round of multifamily incentives is needed for 
affordable low- to moderate- income, 80% or below. It is not 
just a need from the flood, but a chronic issue.” 

– Iowa City participant

“Multifamily projects need assistance necessary to support 
the economy of communities that have been flooded. Those 
dwellings need to be there.” 

– Waverly participant
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Immediacy of Needs Versus Ability to Plan 
Sustainable Future

Table 6 shows the answers given most frequently to the 
question: “What are some ways that people grieved the 
losses resulting from the flood and what impact did the 
immediacy of their needs have on your ability to help 
people plan for a sustainable future?”

The statement most often made in response to this 
question was that not enough effort has been put into 
mitigation of flood hazards and floodplain management. 
Agricultural terraces, water detention areas, stream 
management, and the lack of existing programs to deal 
with these matters on an ongoing basis were mentioned. 
Participants also mentioned a lack of local capacity and 
training to deal effectively with issues such as these 
that cross multiple jurisdictional boundaries. Of all the 
focus group topics covered, sustainability seems to have 
generated the most energy toward seeking regional 
solutions.

Table 5. State incentive programs

Statement
No. of 

responses
Down payment assistance is needed 4
People didn’t know programs were available 4
Communication problems between state 
and local governments

3

Landlords aren’t reinvesting in rental 
property

3

Need gap financing for single-family new 
housing construction

3

Slowness of receiving assistance 2
Need long-term planning for housing, 
flood mitigation

2

Need to increase income limits on down 
payment assistance programs

2

Need guarantees for mortgage financing 2
Guaranteed rural housing program works 
best (USDA)

2

Need for multifamily housing incentives 2
Need for in-fill housing 2
Need for infrastructure assistance program 
(for housing subdivisions)

2

Cost of conventional subdivisions (roads, 
storm, sanitary)

2

Gap is in the middle range of housing 2
Need to save the entire community 2
Some entities had to return money they 
couldn’t spend

2

Single-family new housing program did not 
work well due to 25% match requirement

2

Running out of funds to continue work 2
Need programs and processes in place 
before disasters

2

Time frame to spend funds was too limited 2
Need assistance program to raise houses in 
100-year floodplain

2

In Their Own Words…

“One problem we still have ahead of us is vacant houses 
that we didn’t buy out. We’re going to have some albatrosses 
out there and no way to deal with them. We have nuisance 
inspections, but no money to do demolition.” 

– Charles City participant

“Cedar River Coalition trying to get a strategy together on 
how to be better neighbors. Retention basins and diversions 
are a gap that’s going to keep happening because we haven’t 
figured out how to work it down the system. In reality, there 
aren’t many floodplain managers who aren’t city clerks who 
don’t have a lot of others things to do already.” 

– Charles City area emergency manager

“They reinvested in the damaged home ... and then later 
paid to tear it down. We appreciate the funding that was 
available, but to fast forward to the buyout, it was incredibly 
wasteful—new furnaces, windows, appliances that ended up 
in the landfills.” 

– Iowa City participant

“Just approved new comprehensive plan, built on green 
principles. We need to rethink our development and our 
rules.” 

– Mason City participant
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What Could Have Been Done Differently?

Table 7 lists the most frequently cited answers to the 
question: “What could have been done differently to make 
this recovery process more responsive to your needs?”

The responses to this question indicate a strong desire for 
a standardized disaster recovery program and ongoing 
training on how to implement it. While there is little 
likelihood that the State of Iowa can do much about 
the problems communities encountered working with 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), 
participants pointed out that information can be made 
available, instructional materials shared and training 
provided in everything from bidding procedures to 
supervising asbestos removal. The state could also create 
eligibility databases. The participants said that the state 
could have a permanent disaster response team trained 
to help communities navigate programs. They also 
articulated that all programs could be created and rules 
codified in advance, then funded later at the time of a 
disaster. Many participants shared that a great frustration 
for them was the general lack of information available, the 
inconsistency of the information they received, and the 
many changes in rules that made it difficult to administer 
and implement programming under short time lines with 
existing staff resources.

Table 6. Immediate needs versus sustainable future

Statement
No. of 

responses
Not enough focus on mitigation and 
floodplain management

7

Uncertainty about the future 5
Emotional strain on clients 4
Immediacy of need forced quick decisions 4
Program rules were a barrier 4
Removing houses from floodplains 3
Complexity of paperwork 2
Emotional strain on providers/staff/
responders

2

Lack of training 2
Mitigation of agricultural terraces and 
detention areas

2

Mitigation of streams 2
Lack of floodplain managers and local 
capacity

2

Creating park lands 2
Green technologies 2
Put programs in place before disasters 2

In Their Own Words…

“Don’t roll out a program until everything’s been figured out. 
People get upset when terms and paperwork change. This 
was one of the biggest frustrations in my professional career. 
Multiple changes to rules reflect badly on us who work 
directly with impacted people. The Des Moines politicians 
don’t have to deal directly with people. They yell at the 
people they talk to directly and it makes people at the local 
level look like they don’t know what the rules are but the 
rules are constantly changing.”

– Cedar Rapids planner

“So much going on with so little information. SBA, FEMA, 
all have their own rules and a sense of where do you begin? 
Where do you go? And how do you make sense of all of 
it? ... Being reactive isn’t all that helpful. Next time, it will 
be something else. It would be better if they just had the 
program set up.” 

– Charles City banker

“The state has to have a plan and the money to roll it out 
immediately. No rolling it out three, five or seven months 
later.” 

– Mason City participant

“Have regional offices that are trained and information 
available that has been gathered and stored in an accessible 
database to be used for future disasters.” 

– Mason City participant

“Entitlement cities have to follow the same rules as state 
and COGs and it would have been helpful for the state 
not to have to deal with the entitlement cities and give the 
allocation directly to the entitlement instead of through the 
State of Iowa.” 

–Waterloo participant
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Table 7. What could have been done differently

Statement
No. of 

responses
Have programs in place before rolling them out 11
Lack of information about programs available 8
Instructions, guidelines and training are needed 7
Inconsistent information 6
Need single point of contact/one-stop center 6
Focus on immediate needs first and long-term recovery after three to four months 5
Constant rule changes 5
Lack of responsiveness from FEMA staff 5
Ongoing training needed for disaster response (with exercises/practice sessions) 5
Recognize rural/urban differences (e.g., property values, cost of construction) 4
Communication with Des Moines/need for governor to act as intercessor 4
Transient FEMA staff lacked training 4
Have program rules, terms, bidding procedures and paperwork in place before disasters 3
Local political problems got in the way 3
Expectation management (e.g., length of time to receive assistance, long-term nature of recovery) 3
Complicated paperwork 3
Need emergency response team at state level 3
Need database of programs to make quicker eligibility determinations 3
Understanding FEMA program rules 3
Difficulties coordinating multiple agencies involved 3
Safety of entering flooded buildings 3
Some people held out waiting for better programs 3
Local cooperation was good 3
Difficulty determining eligible expenses 2
“Knee-jerk” programs 2 
Guidance needed on how to start both disaster response and disaster recovery 2
Need for outreach work 2
Use regional offices 2
Training needed in demolition, asbestos, contractor oversight 2
Getting houses out of floodplains 2
Getting debris out quickly was a lesson learned 2
Programs were not user-friendly to clients 2
Moldy basements will be a problem in the future 2
Help people help themselves (build local capacity) 2
Let entitlement cities work directly with HUD and COGs with state 2
Dealing with people who started work on their home before submitting FEMA application or getting 
building permits

2

Need flexible time lines on programs 2
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Table 8. Top three key themes by city
City Issue 1 Issue 2 Issue 3
Cedar Rapids Lack of assistance for 

landlords
Increase in mobile homes Elderly impacted the most

Charles City Frequently changing program 
rules

Loss of population People who received no 
assistance

Columbus Junction Loss of housing People didn’t know how to 
access assistance

Needed to get money in 
peoples’ hands

Iowa City/Coralville Elderly/handicapped housing 
hardest to replace

Need long-term vision for 
mitigation

Floodplain management needed

Mason City Few quality rental units 
available now

Vacancy rate Winnebago plant closing had 
impacts before flood

Waterloo Lack of knowledge about 
what programs were available

Duplication of effort (HUD 
rule) decreased ability to use 
Jumpstart

Need for training to be in place 
before disasters

Waverly Shortage of rental housing Training for responders is 
needed

Need to keep emergency 
response team intact

Regional Differences
The cities in this study included small, medium and 
large metropolitan areas, each of which was significantly 
affected by the 2008 flooding. Examining the focus group 
materials by city revealed that priorities and concerns 
among the cities varied based on their geographic 
location. Table 8 lists the top three themes that emerged 
during focus groups sorted by city. Because of the variety 
of professional resources available to them, the larger 
cities were able to focus on their implementation and 
recovery processes, while smaller communities appeared 
to be struggling more with the loss of housing, the loss 
of population and the capacity to improve their recovery 
efforts.

Observations and Recommendations
Based on the input from focus group attendees, the ISU 
research team developed a list of observations that can be 
acted upon to improve response to future natural disasters. 

Observation 1: Municipal and nonprofit capacity in 
case management and outreach services is needed 
for recovery programs to operate effectively.

Throughout the focus group responses were numerous 
indicators of issues and situations that effective case 
management and outreach capacity could have alleviated. 
Examples included the emotional strain on flood-
impacted citizens and the burnout and stress experienced 
by service providers trying to help them; the number of 
people who did not apply for program assistance because 
they didn’t know it was available; the frequent citations 

of service providers and community leaders who did not 
know where their local populations had resettled either 
temporarily or permanently; and the repeated difficulties 
municipal staff and service providers had providing 
assistance to special needs populations such as the elderly 
and mentally ill. A strong argument for case management 
was the number of clients needing flood recovery 
assistance who were also facing home foreclosures or had 
upside-down mortgages that needed to be resolved during 
the buyout procedures.

Possible Solutions: The Administration for Children 
and Families (ACF) of the US Department of Health and 
Human Services has published Disaster Case Management: 
Implementation Guide by Roberta Lavin and Dr. Sylvia 
Menefee. (Disaster Case Management: Implementation 
Guide. Lavin, R. & Menifee, S. (eds.) Washington, DC: 
Administration for Children and Families. November 
2009.) This superb disaster case management manual 
provides valuable information on how to coordinate 
a disaster response that is sensitive to the needs of 
individual households and special needs populations. It 
can be downloaded at: http://www.acf.hhs.gov/ohsepr/
dcm/docs/Draft_DCM_ImplementationGuide.pdf

The manual would be particularly useful for state agencies, 
municipalities and nonprofit service providers. The 
manual includes a taxonomy of needs that households 
may typically be facing in a disaster situation, training 
needed for volunteers, information on how to do program 
intake and how to interview disaster-impacted households 
to gather information on their needs, and outreach 
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methods for identifying disaster-impacted families and 
linking them to available resources.

The cities in the study area did not have the same capacity 
to implement a case management or outreach project. 
For those smaller communities, a good example of a 
community- and volunteer-based system was used by 
Jamestown, ND. The Resources Agencies Flood Team 
(RAFT), a multiagency coalition, developed a simple 
intake form that could be administered by citizens and 
organizations such as churches and service clubs. The 
form can be downloaded at: http://www.lrrnd.org/pics/
Spring%2009%20flooding/Application%20form%20
-%20Central.pdf

The University of Minnesota also has a simple, one-page 
form for gathering contact information from disaster-
impacted households either in door-to-door efforts or at 
disaster resource fairs. This form could be a useful tool 
in identifying impacted households and establishing an 
outreach and case management relationship with the 
families. It can be downloaded at: http://www.extension.
umn.edu/family/tough-times/disaster-recovery/docs/
sample-intake-form.pdf

Observation 2: Disaster recovery programs can be 
created before a disaster and legislatively funded 
when it is time to implement a disaster response.

Focus group participants expressed a wish that all of 
the disaster assistance programs, such as Jumpstart, 
had existed prior to the floods and that they could have 
received training in how to implement them correctly. 
The frequently changing rules, the differing assistance 
amounts available through each program, the necessity 
of packaging and bundling several kinds of assistance 
to meet household needs without duplicating efforts, 
the specific bidding and contracting standards, and 
which expenses were eligible for reimbursement 
represented several sources of frustration for project 
managers. Admittedly, many of the rules that focus group 
participants characterized as barriers (e.g., lead-based 
paint, duplication of effort) were not imposed specifically 
on the flood recovery projects but came attached to the 
funding sources under existing programs operating under 
less challenging circumstances.

Possible Solutions: While state agencies have very 
little control over the vagaries of federal programming, 
staffs within state agencies are aware of the rules and 
regulations that govern their program funding. Jumpstart 
now exists and can be used as a model disaster recovery 
program if it is frequently modified to accommodate rule 
changes and eligibility requirements. One suggestion is to 
thoroughly evaluate the Jumpstart programs to identify 
what elements worked best for communities and what 

changes stakeholders would recommend to make them 
more effective. An advisory council with representatives 
from IDED, IFA, Iowa Homeland Security, the Governor’s 
Office and the Department of Transportation, for example, 
could meet annually to review rule changes or income 
eligibility that may impact Jumpstart and codify those 
changes. This can also be a very cost-effective means of 
maintaining working relationships between agencies 
that will in all likelihood be asked to mobilize quickly to 
respond to future disasters similar to the 2008 floods.

Observation 3: Be prepared for “rolling disasters” 
and manage expectations accordingly.

Focus group participants expressed surprise at the length 
of time it has taken their communities to recover from the 
2008 floods, particularly the length of time it has taken to 
buy out and demolish homes. Additionally, new problems 
surface during the recovery process. The two most 
frequently mentioned of these were mold and the need to 
demolish structures in the floodplain that were not bought 
out. 

Possible Solutions: IDED and IFA could develop 
incentive packages to help communities with site 
assembly, demolition, acquisition and relocation, which 
are all eligible expenses in the Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG) program. Additional housing 
rehabilitation funds can be directed toward mold 
remediation. While more study would be needed to 
identify mold-affected properties, anecdotal information 
from focus group participants showed that the problem 
seems to be worse for elderly homeowners who 
infrequently use their basements and may not be aware 
of a growing mold problem until their respiratory health 
declines. A partnership with the Iowa Department of 
Public Health (IDPH) could be established to track the 
extent of this problem in the future.

Observation 4: There is a need for continued 
training in disaster response and recovery.

Focus group participants cited a need for continued 
training in a variety of disaster response and recovery 
issues. Some of the topics most frequently cited were 
floodplain management, post-disaster housing needs 
assessment, zoning and code enforcement in floodplains, 
assistance in getting accurate flood-extent maps, and basic 
information on the availability of disaster relief programs 
in their region.

Possible Solutions: Communities participating in this 
study have already developed many tools based on their 
experiences. For example, Waverly developed new rental 
registries after it was discovered that there was no way 
to identify multiple-family housing units during the 
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flood. The Block By Block program in Cedar Rapids has 
developed effective ways of coordinating multiple-agency 
programming in concentrated neighborhood settings. 
However, there has not been a way for these communities 
to share their experiences with each other or with other 
Iowa communities. Focus group participants repeatedly 
stated that they were inspired by other communities that 
had suffered similar losses, such as New Orleans; Grand 
Forks, ND; and Greensburg, KS. The lessons learned 
by eastern Iowa communities could serve as a basis for 
training other emergency responders, housing providers, 
nonprofit organizations and economic developers in other 
parts of the state.

Appendices
Attached as appendices are: 

•	 Appendix	1:	Highest	Frequency	Response	Tables	
by Question and by City

•	 Appendix	2:	Key	Themes	By	Question

•	 Appendix	3:Key	Themes	by	City
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Highest Frequency Responses By City

Cedar Rapids

Statement
No. of 

responses
Lack of assistance for landlords 3
Increase in mobile homes 3
Elderly impacted the most 3
Need to plan for the future 3
Emotional strain on flood victims 3
People were able to get into better housing 2
Down payment assistance helped 2
Loss of paid-for homes and taking on new 
debt was problematic

2

Upside-down mortgages 2
Retention of receipts, “dual benefit” 
documentation

2

Rolling out program without rules, 
paperwork, terms

2

Expectation management 2

Appendix 1 
Highest Frequency Responses by City and Question

Charles City

Statement
No. of 

responses
Frequently changing program rules 5
Loss of population 4
People who received no assistance 4
Communication problems during the flood 4
Need for down payment assistance 3
FEMA staff was not knowledgeable or 
helpful

3

Lack of rental availability (at all price 
points)

3

Higher incomes able to help themselves 3
Create flood programs before floods 3
Need new flood map 2
Delay in arrival of funding 2
Elderly were impacted the most 2
FEMA released poor information 2
FEMA didn’t share bidding procedure 
requirements

2

Difficulty assisting contract buyers 2
Need for flood mitigation funding 2
Community Disaster Grant helped access 
engineering assistance

2

Lack of capacity at city level 2
Code Red communication system post-
flood is good

2

National Guard did not work well 2
Need for disaster planning 2
Not knowing who was in charge of what 2
Need assistance moving houses out of the 
floodplain

2

Getting rid of flood debris quickly was good 2
Need clearinghouse for flood information 2
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Columbus Junction

Statement
No. of 

responses
Loss of housing 4
People didn’t know how to access assistance 4
Needed to get money in peoples’ hands 4
Loss of businesses 3
FEMA trailers removed too soon 3
Increase in mobile homes 3
Inconsistent program information 3
Citizen distrust of government 3
Jumpstart for businesses worked great 3
Faith-based organizations helped 3
Capacity building needed to assist locals in 
helping each other

3

Loss of population 2
Need rehab and resale of homes 2
Need a convenience store 2
Needed the option for individuals to 
purchase their FEMA trailers

2

Program rules were difficult for rural areas 2
People spent money on ineligible expenses 2
People had nowhere to go during the flood 2
Some people used assistance on pressing 
financial problems like overdue bills

2

Housing programs were slow in coming 2
Embrace Iowa held on to too much money 
without giving it out

2

Embrace Iowa returned unspent money 2
Those who used green technology now have 
homes with higher resale value

2

FEMA and the state kept people from being 
able to assess damage to homes

2

Iowa City/Coralville

Statement
No. of 

responses
Elderly/handicapped housing was hardest to 
replace

3

Need long-term vision for mitigation 3
Floodplain management needed 3
Loss of older homes near the University of Iowa 2
Loss of equity for homeowners/elderly 2
Growth on edges of community 2
Loss of rental units in Coralville, 
particularly HUD-subsidized that are not 
being rebuilt

2

Where did the displaced renters go? 2
People moving from substandard to better 
housing

2

Quickness of decisions limited options; need 
for long-term planning

2

Loss of investment in repairing homes that 
were later bought out 

2

Mason City

Statement
No. of 

responses
Few quality rental units available now 2
Vacancy rate 2
Timing of Winnebago plant closing impacts 
before flood

2

Some occupied homes are still not cleaned 
up, particularly basements

2

Access to information about assistance available 2
Lack of assistance for people using oxygen 
or needing assistance getting in/out of bed

2

Lack of in-fill lots 2
Building on in-fill lots reduces value of 
home due to cost of construction

2

City council will not use tax increment 
financing for housing

2

Starting new zoning code will address green 
development rules

2

Need for stream and floodplain management 2
Program rules changed too frequently 2
Outreach needed in neighborhoods 2
Initial community meetings were rocky 2
People began repairs before applying to FEMA 2
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Waterloo

Statement
No. of 

responses
Lack of knowledge about what programs 
were available

8

Duplication of effort (HUD rule) decreased 
ability to use Jumpstart

3

Need training to be in place before disasters 3
Increase in new housing in Summerland area 2
Loss of housing in Cedar Falls was greater 
than Waterloo

2

Increase in housing construction in Cedar 
Falls

2

HUD needs disaster-only fund without 
lead-based paint stipulations

2

Foreclosure prevention efforts and 
assistance rebuilding credit are needed

2

People paying mortgages AND rent 2
New development is not concentrating on a 
particular area

2

Develop programs before disasters 2
Establish processes before disasters 2
Constant staff changes at FEMA were a 
problem

2

Cooperation among agencies at the local 
level was very good

2

Waverly

Statement
No. of 

responses
Shortage of rental housing 3
Training for responders is needed 3
Need to keep emergency response team 
intact

3

Availability of rental housing for college 
students

2

Need money to raise homes for existing 
homeowners who did not have flood 
insurance

2

People must help themselves 2
Flood resulted in new green spaces 2
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Highest Frequency Responses By Question

Question 1: What has been the greatest impact on 
the availability of housing in your community as a 
result of the floods of 2008?

Statement
No. of 

responses
Loss of housing (all price points, owner-
occupied and rental)

10

Where has the population gone? 5
Loss of businesses 4
Availability of affordable housing under 
$100,000

3

Lack of assistance for landlords 3
Absorbing flood victims in existing housing 
stock

3

Population moving to other communities in 
the region

3

More people moving into mobile homes 3
Need for data regarding what is a flood 
impact versus what is an overall economy 
impact

3

People “doubling up” with family and 
friends

3

Basements not covered by flood program 3
Number of people who repaired and stayed 
in homes located in floodplain

3

Loss of households’ investments in housing 2
People were able to get into better homes 2
Down payment assistance was helpful 2
Upside-down mortgages/foreclosures 2
Loss of rental and low-income units 2
Lack of development of new affordable 
multifamily housing

2

Difficulties of proving eligibility for 
assistance programs

2

Elderly impacted the most 2
Individuals were not able to purchase their 
FEMA trailers

2

There are housing units available 2
There are still people who have not cleaned 
up their houses

2

 

Question 2: What populations have had the 
hardest time replacing the housing they lost?

Statement
No. of 

responses
Low income 8
Elderly 5
People didn’t know how to seek assistance 5
Program rules changed frequently 4
People who had paid off mortgages 3
Handicapped 3
Individuals spent money on ineligible 
expenses

3

Delay in start of Jumpstart program 3
Jumpstart for businesses worked well 3
People were able to access better housing 
than they had before the flood

3

Elderly housing filled immediately 2
Inability to assist contract buyers 2
People did not understand programs 2
Distrust of government 2
FEMA staffing problems 2
People had problems with receipts and other 
forms of eligibility documentation

2

People used funds to pay for other 
immediate needs (car, credit card, cell 
phone)

2

Access to mortgage financing 2
People were not able to access better housing 
than they had before the flood

2

Housing prices are higher 2
People living “doubled up” with family or 
friends

2
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Question 3: What areas have you noticed 
developing faster than others and what is it about 
those areas that may have presented an attractive 
option for housing?

Statement
No. of 

responses
Flood didn’t spur any new development 6
Development at periphery of community 3
Lack of in-fill development 2
Building permits are down 2
Higher income levels were the only people 
who had choices

2

People moved to other towns in the area 2
Increase in mobile homes 2

Question 4: What types of incentives or programs 
do you think the state can develop to meet the 
housing needs that haven’t been addressed yet?

Statement
No. of 

responses
Down payment assistance is needed 4
People didn’t know programs were available 4
Communication problems between State 
and local governments

3

Landlords aren’t reinvesting in rental 
property

3

Need gap financing for single-family new 
housing construction

3

Slowness of receiving assistance 2
Need long-term planning for housing, flood 
mitigation

2

Need to increase income limits on down 
payment assistance programs

2

Need guarantees for mortgage financing 2
Guaranteed rural housing program works 
best (USDA)

2

Need for multifamily housing incentives 2
Need for in-fill housing 2
Need for infrastructure assistance program 
(for housing subdivisions)

2

Cost of conventional subdivisions (roads, 
storm, sanitary)

2

Gap is in the middle range of housing 2
Need to save the entire community 2
Some entities had to return money they 
couldn’t spend

2

Single-family new housing program did not 
work well due to the 25% match requirement

2

Running out of funds to continue work 2
Need programs and processes in place 
before disasters

2

Time frame to spend funds was too limited 2
Need assistance program to raise houses in 
100-year floodplain

2
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Question 5: What are some ways that people 
grieved the losses resulting from the flood and 
what impact did the immediacy of their needs 
have on your ability to help people plan for a 
sustainable future?

Statement
No. of 

responses
Not enough focus on mitigation and 
floodplain management

7

Uncertainty about the future 5
Emotional strain on clients 4
Immediacy of need forced quick decisions 4
Program rules were a barrier 4
Removing houses from floodplains 3
Complexity of paperwork 2
Emotional strain on providers/staff/
responders

2

Lack of training 2
Mitigation of agricultural terraces and 
detention areas

2

Mitigation of streams 2
Lack of floodplain managers and local 
capacity

2

Creating parkland 2
Green technologies 2
Put programs in place before disasters 2

Question 6: What could have been done differently 
to make this recovery process more responsive to 
your needs?

Statement
No. of 

responses
Have programs in place before rolling them 
out

11

Lack of information about programs available 8
Instructions, guidelines and training is 
needed

7

Inconsistent information 6
Need single point of contact/one-stop center 6
Focus on immediate needs first and long-
term recovery after 3–4 months

5

Constant rule changes 5
Lack of responsiveness from FEMA staff 5
Ongoing training needed for disaster 
response (with exercises/practice sessions)

5

Statement
No. of 

responses
Recognize rural/urban differences (e.g., 
property values, cost of construction)

4

Communication with Des Moines/need for 
Governor to act as intercessor

4

Transient FEMA staff lacked training 4
Have program rules, terms, bidding 
procedures and paperwork in place before 
disasters

3

Local political problems got in the way 3
Expectation management (e.g., length of 
time to receive assistance, long-term nature 
of recovery)

3

Complicated paperwork 3
Need emergency response team at state level 3
Need database of programs to make quicker 
eligibility determinations

3

Understanding FEMA program rules 3
Difficulties coordinating multiple agencies 
involved

3

Safety of entering flooded buildings 3
Some people held out waiting for “better” 
programs

3

Local cooperation was good 3
Difficulty determining eligible expenses 2
“Knee jerk” programs 2 
Guidance needed on how to start both 
disaster response and disaster recovery

2

Need for outreach work 2
Use regional offices 2
Training needed in demolition, asbestos, and 
contractor oversight

2

Getting houses out of floodplains 2
Getting debris out quickly was a lesson learned 2
Programs were not user-friendly to clients 2
Moldy basements will be a future problem 2
Help people help themselves (build local 
capacity)

2

Let Entitlement cities work directly with 
HUD and COGs with state

2

Dealing with people who started work 
on their home before making FEMA 
application or getting building permits

2

Need flexible time lines on programs 2

Question 6. Continued
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Appendix 2 
Key Themes by Question

Question 1 Key Themes

Availability of affordable housing under $100,000 3
Lack of assistance for landlords 3
Loss of investment 2
Expenses incurred by displacement

Loss of wages to workers of flood-damaged 
businesses

Lack of assistance for individuals in 100-year flood 
plain
Absorbing flood victims in existing housing stock 3

Increased price for existing housing
Cost of construction same but value of housing 
lower than national levels
People able to get into better homes 2
Down payment assistance was helpful 2
Gap in cost of old home versus new home
People with paid off houses and inability to afford 
new monthly mortgage payment

Owners becoming renters
Where has the population gone? 5
Population moving to other communities in the 
region

3

Need for 3-4 bedroom units
Need for new multifamily housing complexes
Need for starter housing
Need for housing pre-dated floods
Inability to access new mortgage financing
More people moving into mobile homes 3

Concern regarding standards at existing 
mobile home parks

Upside-down mortgages/foreclosures 2
People paying mortgages AND rent
People walking away from mortgages
Impact on ability to access mortgage 
financing in the future

Need for new flood maps
Need for data regarding what is a flood impact 
versus what is an overall economy impact

3

Loss of rental and low-income units 2

Tightening of rental market
For students
Increased prices for better units

Loss of housing (all price points, owner and 
renter)

10

Lack of development of new affordable multifamily 
housing

2

New housing development is happening
New housing development is not happening

Cost of development
Programs slow in coming
People completed repair work before programs 
became available
Program rules changed daily

Proving eligibility 2
Lack of rules at beginning

Problems implementing programs
Loss of businesses 4
Need to rebuild community

Need bank
Need convenience store

Elderly impacted the most 2
Low-income impacted the most
Speed at which decisions needed to be made was a 
barrier
FEMA trailers

Needed them for longer period of time
Individuals who wanted to buy their FEMA 
trailers

2

Lacked subdivision ordinance to provide places for 
new housing
People living in campers in their driveway
People “doubling up” with family and friends 3
Loss of key businesses such as grocery store has 
larger impact in rural community
Flood insurance required for Jumpstart participation
Price of flood insurance 10 times higher than 
regular insurance

Question 1 continued
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Insurance policy amounts didn’t cover amounts of 
damage
Basements not covered by flood program 3

Basements still not cleaned out
Loss of housing for handicapped hardest to replace
Houses on market due to the economy
Conversion of owner-occupied to rental
Flood impacts across all income levels
Fewer homes in city
More homes on edges of city
More homes further out of town
There are housing units available 2
Houses coming back on market through 
foreclosure
Still people who have not cleaned up their houses 2
People did not know about programs that were 
available

Elderly
Disabled
Mentally ill

No assistance available to individuals flooded by 
sewage backups
There are people who want to live near the river

Some repaired and stayed 3
Some raised home above 100-year level

Question 2 Key Themes

Low-income 8
And moderate, people with limited liquid assets

All income levels impacted
Need for affordable rental for low-income 
populations
Elderly 5

Problems emerged a year later
Young couples
College students
People who had paid off mortgages 3

Lacked access to cash
Down payment not covered by insurance

Handicapped 3
Huge demand for handicapped-accessible housing
Did not move into elderly housing or assisted 
living facilities
Elderly housing filled immediately 2
Inability to assist contract buyers 2
People did not know how to seek assistance 5
People did not understand programs 2

People listened to rumors about not being 
eligible

Distrust of government 2
Didn’t believe programs would happen

Program rules changed frequently 4
FEMA staffing problems 2

Inconsistent information
Interpreting rules incorrectly
Rent was high for FEMA trailers ($780/mo.)
Trailers were taken away too soon

State should be given benefit of the doubt due to 
magnitude of the problem
People had problems with receipts and other 
forms of eligibility documentation

2

Spent money on ineligible expenses 3
People were too honest

Disaster preparedness is needed
Have continued disaster preparedness work
Need ongoing training

All age groups impacted
People had nowhere to go

Shelters available now

Question 1 continued
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People used funds to pay for other immediate 
needs (car, credit card, cell phone)

2

Some paid off their mortgage and became 
renters

Delay in start of Jumpstart program 3
And in receipt of funds

Jumpstart program helped bridge the gaps
Some did not receive full amounts

Access to mortgage financing 2
Need to get money in people’s hands

People fell behind on wages when their 
employer was flooded

People became ineligible for Jumpstart in time it 
took to receive assistance
Jumpstart for businesses worked well 3
Lead-based paint rules were barrier to using 
federal funds
Uncertified volunteers unable to work on projects 
with federal LBP rules
Local people helped local people 
People were able to access better housing than 
they had before the flood

3

People were not able to access better housing than 
they had before the flood

2

Housing is available
Housing staying on market longer
Housing prices are higher 2

Were able to absorb flood victims in existing housing 
Rental markets tightened as people were 
displaced from their homes
Difficulties serving renters when they were in shelter
People living “doubled up” with family or friends 2
Lack of nice rental housing

Problem existed before floods
Particularly for more affluent populations

Difficulties serving people living in the 100-year 
floodplain
Difficulties serving people who could raise their 
home above the 100-year flood level
Need for mix-income housing

With smaller square footages, less footprint

Question 2 continued Question 3 Key Themes

Developers participating in single-family 
program because it is guaranteed sales
Development at periphery 3

Service periphery from 52 to 72 square miles
Easier to develop at periphery
Less expensive to develop

Sprawl of greenfields
Leapfrog development
Lack of city council will to adhere to 
comprehensive plan
Lack of transparency
Lack of in-fill development 2
Sustainable practices are being encouraged and 
rewarded
Public is resistant to change
Public is resistant to low-income housing
Flood didn’t spur any new development 6
Building permits are down 2
Are pursuing aggressive new housing stock 
program

Elderly housing
Private-market development has not been flood 
related
Some are rebuilding
Impact of economy on housing development
Low rental vacancy rate (>10%)
Vacancies are up
There were available homes in the community
Not expecting population loss
Population loss
Higher incomes were the only ones with choices 2

Formed neighborhood advocacy group
Lack of housing in $110,000–$120,000 range
People living in hotels and their driveways
People moved to other towns in the area 2

USDA’s rural loan program was an incentive 
to move to rural

Increase in mobile homes 2
Growth near schools
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Question 4 Key Themes

Need energy efficiency upgrade incentive
Particularly for rental
And for outside flood zone

Problems with absentee landlords
Landlord licensing
Crime-free housing

Problems with code enforcement
Need rehab of existing housing stock
Jumpstart state program easier to use than 
federal

Handed over a check and could do what 
they wanted to do
Inequality between federal and state 
programs was extreme
Duplication of effort was barrier

Needed Federal for low-income population
Requirements for contractors/oversight
Federal landlord programs hardest to use
Landlords opposed to guidelines

Easier to deal directly with HUD
Learning curve on programs was difficult for staff
Communication between State and local 3

Could use regional realtors to get program 
information out 

Local option sales tax was easiest to use
Fewer strings
No rent restrictions

Need single family rental construction program
Majority of buyouts were rentals
Slowness of receiving assistance 2

Six month wait for down payment assistance
Don’t know what our housing needs are

Waiting for Census
Need long-term planning 2

For housing
For flood mitigation

Down payment assistance needed 4
Or below market interest rate
Or 10% client, 10% down payment 
assistance for 80/20 loans
$1,000 from IFA is not enough to move deal 
forward

Need something more like USDA offers
Increase income limits 2

Access to mortgage financing
Not accepting down payment assistance
Need guarantees 2
Need program to help people rebuild credit

Guaranteed rural housing program works best 2
Higher income levels

Too much emphasis on 80–100% LMI
Landlords aren’t reinvesting in rental property 3

Buying substandard rental units and 
“milking them”

Loss of rental housing in the community
Need for multi-family housing incentives 2
Need in-fill housing 2
Cost of conventional subdivisions – roads, storm 
water $40,000–50,000 per lot

2

Need infrastructure assistance program 2
Lack of in-fill lots
Need for rehab-to-homeownership
Gap in the middle range of housing 2
Need rehab program for houses people have not 
come back to
Need long-term recovery programs
Need to save entire community 2
Selling rehabbed houses at below cost ($50,000 
in and selling for $45,000)
Need for convenience store/gas station
Embrace Iowa funds given only to nonprofits
Disaster recovery committee and United Way 
head was the same person

Did not give out money
Had to return money 2

Training needed to keep information consistent
Unreimbursed expenses

Sewer backups not covered
Single-family new housing program in use and 
working well
Single-family new housing program did not 
work well

2

25% down payment was barrier
Need gap financing 3

Question 4 continued
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Workforce trend data needed
Need multifamily, handicapped accessible 
development
Running out of funds to continue work 2
Need to know what impacts were from flood and 
what is the economy in general
City will not use tax increment financing for 
housing
New construction housing isn’t happening
Need programs and processes in place before 
disasters

2

Jumpstart had limitations
Difficult to get the word out to eligible 
people
People didn’t know program was available 4

Used paper, TV, website, neighborhood 
associations, door to door, flyers, faith-based 
organizations

Time frame too limited 2
Staffing needs
Need training to ramp up programs

Need to require flood insurance in 100-year 
floodplain and sewer rider in 500-year floodplain
Need assistance program to raise houses in 100-
year floodplain

2

Need to deal with future mold problems
Jumpstart for businesses worked well

Question 4 continued Question 5 Key Themes

Uncertainty about the future 5
Figuring out where to start
Loss of records and receipts
Paying mortgage AND rent

Mortgage forbearance of three months 
wasn’t enough
Mortgage counseling was seen as a hoop 
to jump through

Jumpstart delay in getting going
People had already done work

Complexity of paperwork 2
Program rules were a barrier 4

Particularly “duplication of efforts”
HUD CDBG ineffective for disasters due 
to LBP rules

Difficulty ramping up programs
Emotional strain 4

On people
On providers/staff/responders 2

Lack of training 2
Impact on nonprofit sector
Very few calls for emergency shelter, temporary 
or transitional housing
Not enough focus on mitigation and floodplain 
management

7

On houses
On floodwalls
On wastewater
On sewage backup 
On agricultural terraces and detention 
areas

2

On stream 2
Lack of floodplain managers and local 
capacity

2

On removing homes from floodplain 3
On planning for future buyouts
On storm water management
On drainage

Looming problem is vacant houses that weren’t 
bought out

Hoping private market will respond
Have money for buyouts but not 
demolition
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Creating parkland 2
Elderly
Absentee owners and walk-aways
Inspection and nuisance abatement issues
Lack of information during flood

Code Red system implemented
Lack of information about programs available 
Green technologies 2

Seen as more expensive
Incorporating into Comprehensive Plans, 
Zoning ordinance, building codes

2

Looking for compact development
Assessed valuations rose after flood
Resale values rose after flood
Immediacy of need forced quick decisions 4
Put programs in place before disasters 2

Have pool of money available
Investing in homes that were later bought out 
and demolished

Wasteful loss of furnaces, windows, 
appliances in landfills
Partner with Habitat to reuse building 
materials

Down payment assistance helpful
People need to be prepared to help themselves

Question 5 continued Question 6 Key Themes

Have programs in place before rolling them out 11
Have rules, terms, bidding procedures and 
paperwork in place

3

Eligible expenses 2
Instructions/guidance/training needed 7
Knee jerk program 2
With funding in place or able to be in place 
quickly
Recognize rural/urban differences 
(property values)

4

Local political problems got in the way 3
National Guard problems

Communication with Des Moines/need for 
governor to be intercessor

4

Establishing local criteria for inspections 
and tagging

Expectation management 3
Getting money out the door isn’t the top priority, 
helping homeowners is
Upside-down mortgages
Complicated paperwork 3

Receipts and documentation
Coordination of benefits
Inability to assist contract buyers
Focus on immediate needs first and long-term 
recovery after 3–4 months

5

Need emergency response team at state 
level

3

Need instruction and training on what to 
do first

Constant rule changes 5
Lack of information about programs available 8

Where do you begin? 2
Inconsistent information 6
Need single point of contact/one-stop 
center

6

Need database of programs to make quicker 
eligibility determinations

3

Need assigned case workers 
Need for outreach work 2

Responders were flood victims, too
Understanding program rules (FEMA) 3

Lack of responsiveness from FEMA staff 5
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Transient FEMA staff lacked training 4
FEMA did good job with damage 
assessments

“Balkanization” of agencies
Who’s in charge here?
Political infighting between agencies
Use regional offices 2
Difficulties coordinating multiple agencies 
involved

3

Too much government intervention
Ongoing training needed in disaster response 5

With exercises 
Training needed in demolition, asbestos, 
contractor oversight 

2

Overlapping responsibilities
Firemen working as inspectors

Some issues where there was no help
Safety of entering flooded buildings 3

Debriefed flood response but not flood recovery
Need for flood maps
Long-term planning in floodplains

Getting houses out of floodplains 2
Separate programs for businesses and 
homeowners
Getting debris out quickly was a lesson learned 2
Programs were not user friendly to clients 2
Too many one-lot “parks”
Some people held out waiting for better programs 3
Moldy basements will be a problem in the future 2
Get money out quicker
Help people help themselves 2
Let Entitlement Cities work directly with HUD/
COGs with state

2

Use different program than CDBG
Trouble with 25% match requirement 
limited options

Difficulties communicating with displaced people 
Dealing with people who started work on home 
before FEMA application/building permits

2

Working with elderly clients
Need flexible time lines on programs 2
Local cooperation was good 3

Question 6 continued
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Appendix 3 
Key Themes by City

Cedar Rapids Key Themes

Availability of affordable housing – 
Single-family
Multifamily

Lack of assistance for landlords 3
Loss of investment property
Expenses of displacement
Loss of jobs
Loss of businesses
Downsizing related to floods
Impact on car industry
Lack of assistance for people in 100-year flood 
plain – 
Lack of housing $80,000–100,000 even before 
flood
Absorbing into existing housing supply
Federal waiver needed
Cost of construction vs. affordability
People able to get into better housing 2
Down payment assistance helps 2
Gap in cost between old home and new one
Loss of paid for homes and taking on new debt 2
Owners becoming renters
Uncertainty regarding population loss
More buyouts needed
Need 3–4 bedroom single-family houses
Need for 3–4 bedroom multifamily units
Access to mortgage financing
Increase in mobile homes 3
Upside down mortgages 2
Low income
Elderly 3
Need for accessibility
Development in periphery
Greenfield sprawl
Leapfrog development
Lack of comprehensive plan enforcement by city 
council

Lack of transparency
Lack of in-fill development
Sustainable practices encouraged
Resistance to change
NIMBY regarding low-income housing projects
Energy-efficiency upgrade incentives for rentals

Needed for rehabs outside of flood zone
Absentee landlords
Code enforcement on older housing stock
Landlord licensing code

Crime-free leasing addendum
Preserving existing housing stock
Jumpstart state program easier to use than federal

Inequality between state and fed programs 
was extreme
3–4 month lag before receiving Jumpstart

Higher income levels
Federal contractor and oversight requirements

Landlord requirements most difficult – 2
Opposition to rent and income restrictions

City/state/federal navigation was difficult
Difficult communicating with state 
agencies

Local option sales tax was easy to use
Individual uncertainty

Property
Expenses
Planning for the future 3
Loss of records
Retention of receipts, “dual benefit” 
documentation

2

Reimbursement for losses
Delayed payments for mortgages
Emotional strain 3
Confusing paperwork
Opposition to mortgage counseling 
requirement

Cedar Rapids continued
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Lack of training in working with people in crisis
Nonprofit sector impacted
Rolling out program without rules, paperwork, 
terms

2

Lack of instructions from FEMA on how to 
spend money
Having to return money for ineligible 
expenses
Need clear guidelines

Political problems and agendas in the community
Expectation management 2

Lack of method to track disaster funding
People who received FEMA payment and left 
town leaving no assistance available for title 
holders
Increase in contract sales
State should focus on immediate needs
State should focus on long-term needs after 3–4 
months
State needs emergency SWAT team to handle 
emergency response

Cedar Rapids continued Charles City Key Themes

Need new flood map 2
Unsure of long-term impacts
Difficult to determine impact of flood vs. 
economy
Loss of rental and single-family homes

Quality of rental homes available
Lack of low-income housing development

Landlords not reinvesting
Landlords getting out of the rental 
business

Loss of jobs
Loss of population 4
Loss of businesses
People who received no assistance 4
Delay in arrival of funding 2
Frequently changing program rules 5

Eligibility
What assistance was available
Programs not explained

Elderly 2
People who had paid-for homes assuming new 
debts
Need for down payment assistance 3

Coupled with below market interest rates
Lenders requiring down payment 
assistance plus equity investment

Sporadic FEMA response
FEMA staff was not knowledgeable or 
helpful 

3

FEMA releasing poor information 2
FEMA waited for all flooding to stop 
throughout region before assessing damage

FEMA didn’t share bidding procedure 
requirements

2

Difficulty assisting contract buyers 2
Lack of new development

Rebuilding vs. new construction
Lack of rental availability (all price points) 3
Existing housing absorbed flood losses
Higher incomes able to help themselves 3
Formed own advocacy group
People living in hotels or their driveways
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Assistance for single-family rental needed
Buyouts
Lack of a housing plan
Difficulty in drafting long-term plans
Access to mortgage financing
Rural housing program works best

Higher income limits
Loan guarantees needed

Lack of assistance for middle-income 
population
IFA money isn’t always used well
Too much emphasis on 80–120% LMI
Need for in-fill housing
Need for rehab-to-own
Very little need for temporary or transitional 
housing
Assistance needed to replace furnaces
Need for flood mitigation funding 2
Vacant housing that wasn’t bought out
Converting to park land

Don’t need so many small parks
Need money for demolitions
Increase in nuisance issues
Protection of lift stations

FEMA wouldn’t assist flood walls
FEMA wouldn’t allow water to be diverted 
back to the river

Environmental problems
Failure of agricultural terraces
Need for detention areas in ag areas
Lack of detention areas

Need for regional solutions
Watershed level
Shared floodplain managers

Community Disaster Grant helped gain 
engineering assistance

2

Lack of capacity at city level 2
Overstretched when flood hit while community 
was helping Parkersburg

Firemen serving as nuisance inspectors
No one to help determine if it was safe to 
go into flood area/homes

Separate groups to help businesses and 
homeowners

Code Red communication system post-flood 2
Communication problems during flood 4

National Guard didn’t work well 2
Local Guard official cooperative but 
overruled by Des Moines
Guard left without notice
Only worked with governor’s help

Need for disaster planning 2
Need help knowing how to do disaster 
planning
Debriefed flood response but not flood 
recovery

Responders were also flood victims
Too many agencies involved

Political infighting
Not knowing who was in charge of what 2

Need assistance moving houses out of the 
floodplain

2

Getting rid of flood debris quickly was good 2
Create flood programs before floods 3

With eligibility determined
With clearinghouse for information – 2

Need for case management hands-on assistance
211 not effective in emergencies
“Entitlement” attitude from people who didn’t 
buy flood insurance
Mold as a continuing problem
Mental health counseling needed immediately, 
but less useful later

Charles City continued Charles City continued
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Columbus Junction Key Themes

Loss of housing 4
Loss of population 2

Not sure where everyone went
People who moved away received no 
assistance
Flood assistance helped people move away

Loss of businesses 3
Businesses moved out of the community
Loss of bank and post office

Elderly
Late 40–50 age group
Rehab and resale of homes 2
Need for convenience store 2

Need for gas station
Speed of making decisions
FEMA trailers 3

Some wanted to buy theirs 2
Trailers removed too soon 3
Trailers had mold
Rent for trailer was $780 per month

Housing in the area absorbed flood losses
There were houses available for sale
People took advantage of the situation and 
raised their prices

Low vacancy rates in existing multifamily
Lack of a subdivision ordinance slowed new 
development areas
Increase in mobile homes 3
People living in their driveways in campers
Doubling up
Lack of funds to rent other housing
Septic tank rules limited reuse of some housing
Lack of access to mortgage financing
Aid to businesses didn’t last long enough
Loss of grocery store
Program rules were difficult for rural areas - 2

Eligibility
Inconsistent information 3
Lack of information specific to rural areas
People spent money on ineligible expenses 2
Rules changed between Jumpstart 1 and 
Jumpstart 2

Governor’s assistance helped
Federal lead-based paint rules limited who 
could work on homes
Stipulations were worse in Jumpstart 2
Stipulations and rules slowed getting 
money out
Staff more used to working in urban areas

Flood insurance problems
Some didn’t have it
Required for Jumpstart
Cost of flood insurance 
Amount of flood insurance didn’t cover all 
damages
Basements weren’t considered livable 
spaces
Flood insurance prices increased after 
floods

Low-median income hardest hit
People didn’t know how to access assistance 4

Didn’t understand information
Didn’t keep receipts
Were too honest

Distrust of government 3
Didn’t believe programs would be available

Agencies had difficulty working together
Need for disaster planning

Need to practice for disasters
Central point for information

People had nowhere to go during the flood 2
County-paid generators have made shelters 
possible

Some people used assistance on pressing 
financial problems like overdue bills

2

Delay in start of Jumpstart
Needed to get money in peoples’ hands 4
Jumpstart for business worked great 3

Housing programs were slow in coming 2
Faith-based organizations helped 3
Lack of public safety in flood zones (thefts from 
homes)
New subdivision in Wapello
Increase in housing in unincorporated areas

Columbus Junction continued
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Funds needed for long-term recovery
Motivating volunteers
Saving the community

Cost of rehab is more than sale price of 
houses

Dysfunctional Embrace Iowa
Only funded to nonprofit organizations
Disaster recovery committee dominated by 
United Way
Amounts per client were too small
Controlling individual in charge
Held on to too much money without giving 
it out 

2

Returned unspent money 2
Too much allocated to case management

Need for ongoing training
Move more funds into housing
Green housing/technologies

Timing and expense were issues
Those who used green tech now have 
homes with higher resale

2

State needs disaster programs in advance of 
disasters

With basic information and guidelines in 
place
Very specific, but brief

FEMA and state kept people from being able to 
assess damage to homes

2

Sent out-of-state staff
Capacity building to help locals help others 3

Columbus Junction continued Iowa City/Coralville Key Themes

Elderly/handicapped housing hardest to replace 3
Soft economy has helped housing availability

Slow market outside of flood zone
Increase in tax base attributed to housing 
buyouts
Loss of older homes near U of I 2
Owner-occupied becoming rental

Rental becoming single-family
Loss of equity for homeowners/elderly 2
Impact across all income ranges
Growth on edges of community 2

Rental growth downtown for student 
market

Less single-family in city limits
Loss of rental units in Coralville, particularly 
HUD-subsidized not rebuilt

2

Loss of businesses on Coralville strip and South 
Gilbert corridor
Where did the displaced renters go? 2
Need for new affordable housing stock

Aggressive rebuilding program
Doubled up households
People moving from substandard to better 
housing

2

Flood missed major mobile home park that 
provides much affordable housing
Single-family new housing program working 
well
Need another round of multi-family incentives 
under 80% LMI

Chronic community issue
Need for workforce trend data to see if people 
are moving closer to work
Need for funding for multifamily handicapped 
accessible
Need long-term vision for mitigation 3

Floodplain management 3
Quickness of decisions limited options, long-
term planning

2

Loss of investment in repairing homes that were 
later bought out

2

Wastefulness – new furnaces, windows, 
appliances in landfill
Slowness of buyouts
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Communication problematic between state and 
federal government

Conflicting information
Changing personnel at state and federal 
level
Single point of contact needed

FEMA lacked coordination ability
Bureaucratic
Not action-oriented

Running CDBG through the State slowed 
everything down (compared to ’93)
Regional differences

Different methods and speed of work
State thought “all communities created equal” 
but land prices, home costs and cost of living 
varied
Direct allocation to U of I was positive
RIO needed to run like an insurance agency 
with assigned staff for community
Need regional office to coordinate future 
disasters
Rules differed for same program depending on 
if it was COG or city

HUD construction caps

Iowa City/Coralville continued Mason City Key Themes

Lack of rental units
Few quality units 2
Some still vacant 2
Nothing in $500–$850 range

Timing of Winnebago plant closing impacts 
before flood

2

Overlap of flood and foreclosures
Some occupied homes still not cleaned up, 
particularly basements

2

Access to information about assistance 2
Elderly
Disabled
Mentally ill

Damage from sewer system backups
Disabled
Lack of assistance for people using oxygen, 
needing assistance getting in/out of bed

2

Loss of housing for the elderly
Difficulty finding suitable replacement 
housing in community

Temporary housing filled up while people 
repaired homes
Impact across income levels
Doubled up
Permanent replacement housing not as nice as 
what was lost
Some loss of population

To area communities
Out of state

Number of houses on MLS is higher than before 
flood

Absorbed houses lost in flood
Access to mortgage financing slowing sales
Homes are overpriced

Served displaced renters with borrowed 
vouchers
FEMA considered emergency shelter as “no 
longer displaced”
Rental assistance for one or two months
Loss of work due to water shutoffs
Growth at fringe of the community
Building permit numbers are down

Only one new home at edge of town
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No new developments or spec homes 
coming

No participation in first or second rounds of 
LMI housing construction assistance

High cost of lots
Lack of in-fill lots 2

Building on in-fill reduces value of home due to 
cost of construction

2

Down payment assistance helpful
Credit-worthiness
Raise income levels

Need funding for infrastructure to open up new 
housing areas

Need flexibility on income limits up to 
$150,000

Housing being built in small neighboring cities
Cities serving as developer

City Council will not use TIF for housing 2
Negative impact to budget revenue
Perception that it unduly enriches people 
who have other means

Recycling and reusing building materials
Habitat for Humanity
Green efforts

New comp plan built on green principles
Starting new zoning code will address 
development rules 

2

Sustainability an afterthought in private 
sector
Storm water management not addressed 
yet, no impact fees

Need for stream and floodplain management 2
Very little loss of businesses due to flood
Have developed lessons learned
FEMA rules and management issues

Written to avoid serving people
Unreasonable barriers
Wouldn’t share guidelines
Basements as living space dependent on 
children in the home
Rules changed frequently 2
Inconsistent information
Amount of paperwork needed

FEMA staff inexperienced
Lack of training

Difficulty communicating with flood victims
Outreach needed in neighborhoods 2
Getting information to victims
Coordination of benefits needed
Initial community meetings were rocky 2

People started repairs before applying to FEMA 2
People started work without permits
People ignored floodplain rules

Emergency operations center worked well
Delay in receipt of Jumpstart funds

Need to know whether State funds will be 
available
Need to know what funds (all levels) are 
available
Need one-stop center

Serious problems in coordinating local 
inspection and tagging

No agreed upon criteria
Outside agencies got people into housing

Mason City continued Mason City continued
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Waterloo Key Themes

Increase in new housing in Summerland area 2
Weren’t purchased by flood victims

Loss of 40 homes through buyouts
Loss of homes in $180,000–200,000 level
People want to live by the river

Creates zoning issues
Choosing to raise homes and fill in basements

Replacement housing available
Not sure where population went
Loss of housing in Cedar Falls greater than 
Waterloo

2

Increase in housing construction in Cedar Falls 2
And in neighboring rural communities
Because USDA Rural Development funds 
are easier to use

Tight rental market in Cedar Falls through 
rebuilding process
Homes pulled from the housing market 
Also impacted by Parkersburg tornado
Loss of population in Parkersburg
People deciding to repair and stay in home 
rather than buyout
Program stipulations reduced ability to help

Single-family reconstruction doesn’t work 
for disasters
25% down payment for reconstruction is 
barrier
Duplication of efforts (HUD rule) affects 
ability to use Jumpstart

3

HUD FADE system was nightmare
IFA allowing up to $24,999 before duplication of 
effort needed was much better idea
Waivers for lead-based paint
HUD needs disaster-only fund without LBP 
stipulations

2

Katrina just didn’t bother to follow those rules
Let entitlement cities work with HUD directly
Foreclosure prevention efforts/rebuilding credit 2

While waiting for assistance
Paying mortgage AND rent 2
Walking away from mortgages
Inability to qualify for new mortgage 
financing

By time Jumpstart money came, more people 
were behind on mortgages and this disqualified 
them for benefits
Low and middle-income families impacted most

Lack of money in reserve or liquid assets to 
cover costs

Used federal limits to assist more people
Lack of knowledge on what programs were 
available

8

Used newspaper, television, website, 
neighborhood associations, door to door, flyers, 
faith-based organizations
Bombarded with information not good in crisis
Too many different kinds of programs

Too many government programs
Couldn’t use federal to assist homes in floodplain

Used State funds to assist homeowners in 
floodplain

Funding delays
Length of buyout process
Six months to write grant, six months to approve 
it, year before money arrives

Also delays start of demolition
Loss of receipts delaying payment
Need for receipts reduced participation (in 
Iowans Helping Iowans)

Loss of commercial buildings downtown
Hasn’t spurred development in a particular area 2
Lack of buildable lots in Waterloo
Low number of building permits issued
Develop programs before disasters 2

Staffing needs
Ramping up programs
Training in place 3
Including for contractors
Processes established 2
Use guaranteed loan type program with 
guidelines
Flexible deadlines

Require insurance in 100-year flood plain/riders 
for 500-year flood plain
Lack of funding to assist those flooded by sewer 
backups

Waterloo continued
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Jumpstart for business was excellent
Regional associations of realtors helpful in 
getting information out

Implementing Jumpstart was overwhelming
Three staff
Administrative money didn’t cover costs
Staff worked 15-hour days
Addition to normal duties
Slow duplication of efforts process

People frustrated by having to provide the same 
information over and over

First Jumpstart didn’t have rules
One-day training was inadequate
IFA did good job with training
Coordinating federal programs were overly 
structured
Everyone was making it up on the fly at the 
local jurisdiction level

Specific training needed for inspections, asbestos 
testing and abatement
Use a different funding source than CDBG

Provide guidelines before implementation
Establish a disaster recovery center immediately
Establish disaster recovery training
FEMA’s information was inconsistent

Constant staffing changes at FEMA 2
Cooperation among agencies at the local level 
was very good

2

Waterloo continued Waverly Key Themes

Shortage of rental housing 3
Shortage of single-family homes
Buyouts

Individuals who did not take the buyouts
Demolition
Raising homes
Elderly

Replacement housing
Taking on debt
Alternative housing options
Confusing FEMA paperwork

Low Income
Availability of rental housing for college 
students

2

Increase in rent for available units
People moving in from other flooded towns
Age of existing rental housing
Need for starter homes

Young couples
Cost of development
Doubling up
Need for mixed income
Need for smaller square footage homes
Growth of subdivisions
Increase in modular/prefab houses
Close to schools
Low cost areas filling up fastest
Need for gap financing for construction of 
single-family homes
Need for down payment assistance
Need for infrastructure assistance for housing
Need for interim financing for housing 
developers (to cover loans between construction 
and sale)
Need money to raise homes for existing homes 
that didn’t have flood insurance 

2

Mold
Need for gap financing for multifamily housing
Temporary shelter
Rental assistance
People must help themselves 2
Information on availability of programs
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Green spaces 2
Repurposing areas for trails, floodway, 
drainage, parks
Used as green space because FEMA rules 
precluded other uses

Straight CDBG buyouts would have been 
helpful
25% local match is prohibitive
Training for responders 3
Ongoing disaster preparedness education –

With periodic exercises
Working with students

Keeping emergency response team intact 3
Ongoing hazard mitigation efforts

Stream protection
Use local responders
Keep government out of it
State did a good job
FEMA did a good job
City did a good job
Communication well done – Code Red system 
implemented post-flood
Lack of good mapping

Park and open space plan

Waverly continued
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Introduction
This section of the report provides a key themes analysis 
and content analysis of interviews conducted with 43 
individuals familiar with flood recovery efforts in least 
one of the eight study communities. The interviews were 
conducted by phone and in person between October 
of 2010 and January of 2011. This section identifies 
challenges and barriers to recovery efforts identified by 
those interviewed, as well as advice participants provided 
for other communities on dealing with a natural disaster.

Methodology
IDED, RIO and IFA provided lists from which individuals 
were invited to participate in focus groups in each 
identified community in the fall of 2010. The list for 
each community was populated using the following set 
of selection criteria: city administrators, city planners, 
economic developers, school district officials, public 
housing authorities, public works superintendents, 
realtors, bankers, county and city elected officials, councils 
of government, community action agencies, consumer 
credit counseling, nonprofit agencies working in disaster 
relief efforts, county emergency management officials, and 
neighborhood groups.

A new list was compiled from identified individuals who 
did not participate in their community’s focus group 
and additional key informants identified by focus group 
participants. Attempts were made to interview individuals 
on this new list, with an online survey requested of those 
who were not or chose not to be interviewed. Table 1 
shows the total participants for the interviews by city.

Key informant 
interview 
participants 
were assured 
of anonymity; 
therefore, their 
individual 
responses are 
reported without 
using names. 
Identifiers such as 
“banker” or “city 
official” provide 
a perspective for 
their remarks.

A Qualitative Analysis of Key Informant Interviews

All key informants were asked the same questions, shown 
in figure 1. The questions provided structure for a guided 
conversation during which the participants could share 
community-specific examples of the impact the 2008 
floods had on their housing stock and identify specific 

Table 1. Key informant interviews

Location
No. of 

participants
Cedar Rapids 7
Charles City 5
Columbus Junction 3
Iowa City/Coralville 3
Mason City 9
Waterloo 5
Waverly 11

Total: 43

1 . What have been some of the challenges you 
have faced in meeting your community’s 
housing needs since the flood?

2 . Are there particular types of housing, 
specific neighborhoods, or certain price 
points, which have failed to develop 
through the private market to date?

3. Were there particular populations or certain 
types of housing problems that you had 
difficulty solving using the programs that 
were made available to you?

4 . What kinds of problems did people have 
that you could NOT help them resolve?

5 . How well did your pre-flood plans, 
ordinances and building codes prepare your 
community for responding to the post-flood 
housing issues you have experienced?

6. What role did your local elected leaders 
play in the flood recovery process?

7 . What types of public processes have you 
used since the flood to involve citizens in 
decision making and planning for housing 
and neighborhoods?

8 . What types of barriers did you encounter 
in working with private businesses such as 
insurance companies, housing or real estate 
developers, realtors and major employers in 
the flood recovery process?

Figure 1. Key informant interview questions
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populations affected most severely. Participants were asked 
about particular areas of town that were affected the most 
and where current development of replacement housing is 
occurring. The questions were drafted in a way that focused 
participants’ responses on their experiences with local, state 
and federal programs. Interviewees were asked to identify 
the barriers they faced using the assistance programs 
available, describe what could have been done differently to 
meet their needs more adequately, and, most importantly, 
make recommendations to the state to develop programs 
that will assist them in filling the remaining gaps in their 
overall housing and community recovery strategy.

Participants were not required to answer every question; 
in some cases they provided more than one answer to a 
question.

The analysis identifies key themes from each of the 
interviews by city and aggregated by question, including 
frequency of responses. 

Guided by the key themes and frequency patterns, the 
research team conducted a thorough content analysis 

Table 2. Challenges faced in meeting community’s housing needs since flood
Statement Frequency Cities
Displaced people 7 CC, CC, CC, CJ, WY, MC, MC
Finding temporary rental housing for dislocated families 6 CC, WY, CJ, IC, MC, MC
Time involved in educating people, city staff about options, programs 5 CC, WY, WY, CJ, WO
Need for affordable quality rental houses (single family), units 4 CR, MC, MC, WO
Delays with buyouts, tearing down buyout homes 4 CC, WY, MC
People moving back into damaged houses 2 CC, WY
Helping repair homes 2 CC, MC
Mold cleanup and identification of mold issues 2 CC, MC
Difficulty finding/contacting people who moved out of damaged housing 
units

2 CC, MC

Dealing with families that had difficulties financially 2 CC, CR
Lack of availability of affordable lots 2 CR, CR
Loss of starter homes in older neighborhoods 2 CR, WY
Processes—lead removal, SHPO, Jumpstart rules changes, duplication of 
effort documentation needed for FEMA/HUD

2 CR, WO

Finding immediate temporary housing 2 CJ, MC
Finding available housing for rent or purchase 2 CJ, WY
Finding affordable housing not in floodplain 2 WY, CJ
Shortage of affordable, accessible housing for low-income elderly 2 MC, MC
Flood insurance too expensive to buy home in floodplain 1 WY
Need for inflatable dam/flood prevention; no guarantee will help south 
part of community

1 WY

Coordinating assistance through various programs, providers 1 CC
Getting buyout properties torn down 1 CC

of all interviews to identify repeated themes, common 
experiences and the best examples for highlighting specific 
recommendations.

Aggregated Key Themes and Frequency of 
Responses by Interview Question

Challenges Faced Meeting Community’s Housing 
Needs After Flood

Table 2 shows the frequencies of answers to the question: 
“What have been some of the challenges you have faced in 
meeting your community’s housing needs since the flood?”

Key to tables 2–10
Cedar Rapids – CR Mason City – MC
Charles City – CC Waterloo – WO
Columbus Junction – CJ Waverly Mason City – WY
Iowa City/Coralville – IC Regional (more than one 

study community – REG
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Table 2. Challenges faced in meeting community’s housing needs since flood
Statement Frequency Cities
Protecting community from flooding again 1 CC
Some people will not look at properties in floodplain 1 CC
People had to make long-term decisions before knowing buyout details 1 CC
Credit issues for some affected by flood and recession 1 CR
Multiple families living in one household 1 CR
Communication/information 1 CR
Amount of time it took 1 CR
Involving realtors on housing commission 1 CR
Connecting housing assistance programs with actual flood victims 1 REG
Ramping up organization to meet housing needs 1 CR
Doing rehab work, which is relatively new to group 1 CR
Getting over the trauma 1 CJ
Trying to circumvent FEMA buyout for people who wanted to stay 1 CJ
FEMA plans, but no implementation 1 CJ
Insurance problems 1 WY
Clients’ lack of knowledge of FEMA benefits 1 WY
IDED time line issues 1 WY
People’s lack of understanding regarding floodplain damage requirements, 
required permits

1 WY

Occupied nearly all of staff person’s time for past two years 1 WY
Future use of property from buyout 1 WY
Affordable housing adjacent to Wartburg campus—and not in 
floodplain—for students

1 WY

Some staff moved away due to loss of LMI starter housing 1 WY
Need for more very low-cost apartments for elderly and disabled 
individuals

1 IC

Need more help with food costs 1 IC
Many flood-impacted Iowa City residents moved to North Liberty or 
Coralville due to cheaper housing prices there

1 IC

Shortage of accessible single-family housing for elderly 1 IC
Shortage of affordable, single-family housing for low-income individuals 1 MC
Repairing homes, particularly when elderly could not move out during repairs 1 MC
City water supply contaminated during flood, shut down for roughly five 
days

1 MC

Loss of assessed value 1 MC
Finding out who owned homes 1 MC
Waiting list for public housing; need more housing for low-income residents 1 MC
Family financial pressures impact kids at school 1 MC
Identifying damaged properties 1 WO
Identifying impacted families that were eligible for specific program 1 WO
Ongoing need for safe, sanitary, decent affordable rental housing 1 WO

Table 2. continued
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Dealing with displaced people and finding housing for 
displaced households was a major challenge following the 
flood, according to those interviewed. Temporary housing 
was needed during the flooding and in the immediate 
aftermath for residents who were forced to evacuate their 
homes. Many people were able to move back into their 
undamaged or lightly-damaged units after the flood event 
ended, but longer-term housing replacement options were 
needed for those whose homes were heavily damaged and 
targeted for demolition. Complicating the displacement 
issue was the loss of housing units as a result of the flood, 
with the loss of affordable, single-family rental units and 
affordable, “starter houses” noted especially often. Some 
informants said that the effects of the recession resulted 
in housing stock losses being felt less acutely, while others 
said the demand for more affordable housing has grown or 
remained steady as a result of the economic downturn.

Another major challenge involved working with various 
flood assistance programs to assist flood-impacted 
households. Specific issues cited by informants included 
the time involved in educating people about options and 
programs; delays with buyout information and demolition 
of units; difficulties contacting victims and owners of 
impacted properties; coordinating assistance through 
various programs; and different processes related to lead 
paint abatement, inspections, rule changes and duplication 
of effort documentation. 

Repairing flood-damaged housing stock was complicated 
by re-occupation of the substandard units by owners 
or tenants, mold and mildew issues and requirements 
connected to financial assistance programs. 

In Their Own Words…

“Some of the need is for affordable rental houses, not 
apartments, because that’s what we lost in the flood.”

– CR housing developer

“Most of our challenges dealt with being understaffed and 
working through the paperwork process of determining 
eligibility and duplication of benefits components.” 

– Waterloo City official

“Another challenge for us as a community is what do we do 
with the plots of land left over after the buyout.” 

– Waverly official

“In the CDBG buyouts, a lot moved to North Liberty or 
Coralville, usually because they could find a comparable 
house in size and price due to the (higher) housing prices in 
Iowa City.” 

– Iowa City official

Types of Housing that Have Failed to Develop 

Table 3 identifies the most frequent answers to the 
question: “Are there particular types of housing, specific 
neighborhoods, or certain price points that have failed to 
develop through the private market to date?”

Many of the housing units lost in the flood were older, 
single-family homes that were affordable for first-time 
buyers and low- to moderate-income renters. Key 
informants noted that those types of units are impossible to 
replace with new construction because current construction 
and lot costs make price points and unsubsidized rental 
rates of new units significantly higher than those of the 
units that were lost. Besides single-family units, those 
interviewed said development is needed of additional 
multifamily units that are affordable for low- to moderate-
income households, as well as handicapped-accessible units. 
Many mentioned that much of the housing stock available 
for low-income households is currently of very poor quality.

In Their Own Words…

“You don’t see a lot of single-family rental units going up.” 
 – Waterloo official

“There is housing available but the clientele we provide 
services for do not have the financial means to access it.” 

– Cedar Rapids nonprofit representative

“These properties—not damaged enough to be removed or 
bought out—became stigmatized. They got water twice and 
it went through the middle of the house. These houses are 
challenging to sell at best.” 

– Charles City realtor

“Lower-priced housing is always harder to find, especially 
not in the floodplain.” 

– Waverly realtor

“You have a bunch of houses that have been vacant two or 
two and a half years sitting across the street from a lot we’d 
like to develop but the buyer doesn’t want to live across from 
a vacant building with broken windows.” 

– Cedar Rapids official

“Not much has been developed.” 
– Columbus Junction official
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Table 3. Types of housing, specific neighborhoods, or certain price points that have failed to develop
Statement Frequency Cities
Older, lower-priced housing lost, not replaced (NW area of Waverly) 6 CC, CR, CR, WY, WY, MC
Fair amount of affordable rental housing lost, not replaced 4 CC, CR, WY, MC
Affordable single-family rental units 3 CR, CJ, WO
Affordable decent housing 3 CJ, WY, WY
None 3 WY, WY, MC,
Clients’ lack of financial means to access available housing 2 CR, MC
Single-family homes in $80,000 to $110,000 range 2 CR, WO
Not many 20-year-old houses/affordable decent units for first-time home buyers 2 CC, WY
Due to recession job losses, not a shortage of housing at the time 2 CC, MC
LMI needs 2 WY, WY
Low-income apartments needed 2 MC, WO
Homes in floodplain 1 WY
Lots of demand for rent payment assistance 1 CC
Many could not afford to raise the level of house, so flooding possible again 1 CC
Damaged properties are stigmatized; major decline in value, difficult to sell 1 CC
Single-family detached housing, built in 1800s to 1940s—limited 
improvements due to concerns about future events

1 CC

Virtually no new construction; market absorbed 1 CC
NW and SW side of Cedar Rapids that was affected by flood—delay in 
demolition, little reinvestment, slow recovery

1 CR

Downtown Cedar Rapids market-rate rental 1 CR
More Coralville rental units lost than being replaced 1 REG
No; have been able to subsidize costs to make new homes affordable; also 
building zero-entry homes for families with special needs 

1 CR

Oakville 1 CJ
Not much has been developed 1 CJ
Income guidelines for proposed rebuilding of 22 houses in Oakville 1 CJ
Lower priced housing not in floodplain 1 WY
Lack of affordable lots 1 WY
College student housing 1 WY
Short-term rental housing shortage 1 WY
Housing in medium- to low-price range 1 IC
Lead paint is a huge issue for federal, Jumpstart funded repairs 1 IC
LMI objective is a challenge in some areas; families over income 1 IC
Challenging for families to find rental housing with enough bedrooms 1 MC
Need for affordable quality housing 1 MC
Length of time for people to get on list for subsidized housing/low-income 
population

1 MC

Need apartments and condos 1 MC
Families that were owners are now renters 1 MC
Increased mental health services available for kids until recently, but now gone 1 MC
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Housing Problems Difficult to Solve

Table 4 identifies the most frequently cited answers to the 
question: “Were there particular populations or certain 
types of housing problems that you had difficulty solving 
using the programs that were made available to you?”

Difficult housing problems to solve included those of 
low- to moderate-income households, primarily because 
communities had a smaller pool of affordable housing 
options after the flood. Older housing units located in the 
floodplain tend to be among a community’s most affordable 
housing units—and those were the type of units that tended 
to be damaged and destroyed by the 2008 flooding. And, as 
many interviewees noted, low-income households have few 
resources to fall back on when looking for new housing or 
trying to replace or repair flood-damaged necessities. 

Problems related to assistance programs were also difficult 
to solve, according to those interviewed. Numerous people 
expressed frustration with the lengthy process involved 
in buying out and demolishing flood-damaged homes in 

Table 4. Populations or types of housing problems that were difficult to solve using available programs

Statement Frequency Cities
No special populations or housing type 5 WY, CC, CC, CJ, MC
Low-income/poverty 4 CJ, WY, MC, MC
Two-year delay in payment for residents who got buyout, still had to make 
mortgage payments

3 CC, WY, MC

Not applicable/no answer 3 CR, CR, WO
Jumpstart criteria changed 2 CC, IC
Will see need for smaller, less expensive houses for young families as the economy 
improves

2 CC, WY

Case management needs not met 2 REG, WY
Makes no sense to rehab houses then tear them down two years later; timing of 
buyout details, decisions

2 WY, WY

Lack of affordable lots for LMI housing 2 WY, WO
Buyouts were an option; lots will become green space and can’t be used for housing 
in future

1 WY

Waiting list 1 CR, IC/C
Handicapped-accessible affordable houses 1 CJ, WO
Loss of rental single-family units (bought out) 1 CC
Local service providers also impacted by flood, making things more difficult 1 CC
Need to standardize applications, process, inspections 1 CC
Need people with expertise, not just “warm fuzzies” 1 CC
Older residents in floodplain had houses paid for, were not required to have flood 
insurance

1 CC

Could not reimburse when volunteer labor was used 1 CC
Energy Star, sustainable new units not cheapest to build 1 CR
Reluctance to build, buy in impacted area due to concerns about future value 1 CR

targeted areas of communities. The two-year process created 
financial problems for owners who had to make mortgage 
payments on damaged, uninhabitable houses, while also 
either renting or buying other living quarters. Local funds 
were used for repairs to units that eventually were bought 
out and torn down because details of the buyout program 
were not available in a timely manner. In one instance, a 
new furnace needed to be installed in a flood-damaged 
house for continued habitation during the winter; the house 
was later demolished. Changes in Iowa’s Jumpstart program 
after the program’s rollout meant the initial applicants 
received significantly more generous financial assistance 
than later applicants—and also meant confusing midstream 
changes in Jumpstart rules and requirements for flood 
victims and assistance providers. Rules associated with 
various assistance programs—lead-based paint abatement, 
inspections, non-duplication of effort—further confused 
and frustrated flood-impacted citizens, as did limitations 
regarding how FEMA, Jumpstart, insurance and other 
funds could be used.
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Table 4. Populations or types of housing problems that were difficult to solve using available programs

Statement Frequency Cities
Assistance didn’t happen fast enough 1 CR
People above 80% LMI that were limited to $24,999 in assistance with damages 1 REG
Inequities in assistance to people due to original Jumpstart program 1 REG
Inspection requirement caused bottleneck 1 REG
Affordable housing for low-income residents 1 CR
Elderly 1 CJ
Communication barrier for some clients 1 WY
Inconsistencies among different mortgage servicers, insurers 1 WY
Realtors had little access to programs to help families impacted by flood 1 WY
People who wanted to stay and repair homes but did not want to raise them up; felt 
forced to take buyout

1 WY

Relocation housing for occupants of damaged older, affordable homes 1 WY
Lead paint is a huge issue in federal, Jumpstart funded repairs 1 IC
LMI objective is a challenge in some areas; families over income 1 IC
Sewage backup damage 1 MC
Elderly residents’ confusion regarding various programs and their separate 
requirements, limitations, paperwork

1 MC

Flood changed floodplain 1 MC
New green space established 1 MC
People with animals looking for housing 1 MC
Renters 1 MC
Individuals without adequate insurance 1 MC
Dislocated people with special care needs; Red Cross couldn’t keep them, no one 
followed up from where they were living originally 

1 MC

People who didn’t move towards wholeness with FEMA funds, didn’t keep receipts 
for non-duplication documentation

1 WO

Programs’ new house construction price points too high for truly affordable homes 1 WO

In Their Own Words…

“Most of them just got paid [for buyout in late 2010], which 
was just terrible economically for them for the past two 
years. I would be embarrassed if I was involved in that 
process.” 

– Charles City realtor

“There were [cases] in Palo where someone got $60,000 in 
the first round (of Jumpstart program) and the next-door 
neighbor was held to $24,999 because they were in the 
federal program.” 

– Regional official

“They lived in a home the city would consider substandard 
but it fit their price range and they were fine. When those 
homes start to disappear, you don’t replace them with new 
construction.” 

– Cedar Rapids nonprofit representative

“Folks needed more than a check, they needed counseling to 
make wise decisions with the money.” 

– Waverly official

“Those [difficulties] were minor and few, but you hate for 
anyone to fall through the cracks.” 

– Waterloo official

Table 4. continued
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Problems that Could Not be Resolved

Table 5 lists answers most frequently given in response to 
the question: “What kinds of problems did people have 
that you could NOT help them resolve?”

The mortgage/credit issues of residents waiting two years 
for buyout payment were problems many key informants 
said they were unable to solve. Other financial issues 
that could not be solved included lack of credit due to 
mortgage, upside-down mortgages, loss of housing unit 
value due to flooding, lack of affordable replacement 
housing options, household costs of sewer backup in low-
income section of town and unemployment.

Ongoing mold problems and a shortage of electrical and 
mechanical contractors were impossible to address in 
certain instances.

Table 5. Problems people had that could not be resolved
Statement Frequency Cities
Mortgage/credit issues for people waiting for buyout payment 4 CR, MC, WY, WY
Duplication of effort challenges/limitations 3 CR, WY, WY
Can’t think of anyone 3 CC, MC, WO
Lack of money (lack of credit due to mortgage) 2 CC, WY
Lingering mold and mildew concerns 2 CC, MC
Availability of handicapped-accessible home 2 CR, CJ
Volunteer labor not available for flood-related demolition, repairs 2 MC, MC
Confusion about options, resources, financing for impacted persons 2 MC, MC
Help with relocation into another rental property 2 CR, WY
Ineligible items (moving fees above norm, food, pay for volunteer laborers) 1 CC
Some people were just intimidated 1 CC
Contract buyer—neither buyer nor seller moved on making decision, slipped 
through cracks

1 CC

Elderly people—some moved and bought something else if had resources 1 CC
Flooded homes sold at auction very cheaply because owners did not want to go in 
and make repairs

1 CC

Loss of net worth 1 CC
Unemployment 1 CR
Upside-down mortgages 1 REG
Process issues—unsigned liens, lead-based paint issues homeowners do not want to 
address

1 CR

Road, sidewalk, sewer, underground utilities damage 1 CR
Some homes too expensive to rehabilitate 1 CJ
Relocation outside area 1 CJ
Getting concrete answers about buyout 1 CJ
Helping displaced people before Red Cross and FEMA arrived 1 CJ

Some procedural issues proved unsolvable, including 
non-duplication of effort documentation in a few cases, 
according to several individuals interviewed. Confusion 
about flood insurance, issues with contract home 
purchases, and lead-based paint requirements were other 
procedural issues that sometimes proved impossible to 
resolve. 

Handicapped-accessible replacement housing units were 
not available for some flood-impacted individuals. And it 
was impossible to provide temporary emergency housing 
for some individuals with special health needs (such as 
oxygen tanks), and for people who wanted to bring along a 
pet, according to two people interviewed.
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Table 5. Problems people had that could not be resolved
Statement Frequency Cities
Clients came almost too late, already five to six months behind on payments 1 WY
Clients not aware of available resources until problems compounded 1 WY
Emergency funding for longer-term temporary housing for LMI families 1 WY
Lack of affordable housing ($70,000 to $100,000) 1 WY
Shortage of electrical and mechanical contractors 1 WY
Perceived slow response of flood insurance assessment, adjustment teams 1 WY
Lack of decent, affordable rental housing/no rental inspection program 1 WY
Demolition phase issues, timing/public frustration 1 WY
Housing contractors with damaged spec homes, unoccupied or above LMI price 
point

1 IC

Disparities in FEMA inspections; homeowners did not know they could appeal 1 MC
Lack of clarity regarding personal loss vs. home repair and what various types of 
money could/should be used for

1 MC

Low-income section of town hit hard by sewer back up, flooding 1 MC
Ability to provide safe drinking water immediately 1 MC
Water for firefighting capability immediately 1 MC
Finding housing 1 MC
Long-term assistance with housing needs, especially for elderly and special-needs 
population

1 MC

Temporary housing for people with special needs 1 MC
Temporary housing for people with pets 1 MC
Floodplain lot owners 1 WO

In Their Own Words…

“If you have a house and a mortgage and all of a sudden 
you have to move out and your mortgage is still there, you 
can’t do anything.” 

– Cedar Rapids housing developer

“One or two in housing construction that had built spec 
homes … those people were hung out to dry. That was 
egregious. No public assistance and it didn’t seem fair 
because he was a business and housing, and didn’t qualify 
for (assistance for) either.” 

– Iowa City official

“If you have a house that might have been worth $200,000 
and it sells at auction for $50,000 and you did not have 
flood insurance, that was a huge loss of net worth.” 

– Charles City realtor

“’Unemployed’ is a big group of the people we serve.” 
– Cedar Rapids nonprofit representative

“Some homes were too expensive to rehabilitate. We could 
not help them with costs due to the funding limits that we 
had.” 

– Columbus Junction official

“This type of situation was the most challenging—when 
people could not demonstrate in a compelling fashion how 
they spent the funds.” 

– Waverly official

“As realtors, advising them as to whether to fix up home 
or move on, that was the most difficult for us as real estate 
professionals.” 

– Mason City realtor

Table 5. continued
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Adequacy of Pre-flood Plans, Ordinances, and 
Building Codes

Table 6 identifies the most frequent answers to the 
question: “How well did your pre-flood plans, ordinances 
and building codes prepare your community for 
responding to the post-flood housing issues you have 
experienced?”

Many of those interviewed said they did not know, but 
many others stated emphatically that no adequate plans 
were in place, citing the magnitude of the flood as a 
reason.

Table 6. Adequacy of pre-flood plans, ordinances and building codes
Statement Frequency Cities
Don’t know 7 CC, CR, CR, WY, WY, IC, IC
No adequate plan in place (didn’t cover magnitude of flood) 7 CJ, CJ, WY, WY, CJ, CR, MC
Bringing some older homes up to standard is impractical—stair 
requirements, bathrooms, size, electrical

2 CR, WY

Building code in place, enforced 2 WY, WY
Emergency plans in place before flood for agency 1 CC
Didn’t realize what was there, available 1 CC
Didn’t know city didn’t provide sandbags 1 CC
Need more direction regarding whether evacuation is necessary 1 CC
Nobody was warned about the wall of water coming down 1 CC
Need more flood protection 1 CC
Got fire equipment, ambulances out before facility flooded 1 CC
Local business helped save/protect water plant 1 CC
Properties a foot above floodplain were underwater 1 CC
Overall worked well, but learning curve of 60 to 90 days for people 1 CC
40-foot-wide lots available just outside flooded area, could move quickly 
on building

1 CR

2007 downtown vision plan identified need for more housing, locations 1 CR
Anecdotally—not the most friendly developer and building codes 1 CR
Post-flood neighborhood action plan developed 1 CR
Housing originally developed too close to water, but code and ordinances 
in place provided a standard

1 REG

No response 1 CR
Would like more precautions in potential flood zone 1 WY
Wide diversity within region 1 WY
Floodplain regulations helped limit damage in unincorporated Bremer 
County

1 WY

Large flood that no amount of preparation would have helped 1 WY
No formal rental inspection program in place 1 WY
Hard to be fair, don’t know what is reasonable 1 WY
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In Their Own Words …

“There were no plans. It was all a horrible surprise, as we thought the levee system would hold.” 
– Cedar Rapids official

“Waverly … had codes in place. Waverly was really in pretty good shape compared to some smaller communities.” 
– Waverly official

“The ordinance just says you have to build above the floodplain. But there were properties that were a foot above the 
floodplain that were underwater.” 

– Charles City realtor

“Not very effective at all, especially since it happened again in 2010.” 
– Mason City nonprofit representative

“I don’t believe the city has any pre-flood plans that covered the magnitude of this flood.” 
– Cedar Rapids realtor

“Politics in Waverly are that low- to moderate-income (individuals) are not the movers and shakers in the 
community; those folks live up on the hill so why should they make a significant investment in flood mitigation when 
it only impacts half or a third of the community? That frustrated me.” 

– Waverly citizen and volunteer

Table 6. Adequacy of pre-flood plans, ordinances and building codes
Statement Frequency Cities
Lift station issue should have been anticipated 1 WY
Planning under way now 1 WY
Proposed new dam will be more costly due to requirements that come 
with government funding

1 WY

Building code changed since flood 1 IC
Problem with zoning of condos that had to be treated as one property but 
were in individual buildings; not eligible for recovery assistance

1 IC

Floodplain maps old, inaccurate 1 MC
Park Ridge area study done, but no changes made, and area flooded again 
in 2010

1 MC

Had a disaster recovery team in place 1 MC
Such a huge flood, many homes not in floodplain also impacted 1 MC
City thought levees were strong enough to protect areas that flooded 1 MC
Floodplain maps and plans were adequate 1 WO
Need to do more preventative assistance—like sump pumps 1 WO
Dike held so flooding did not occur for some 1 WO
HUD policies in place, but can get permission to change 1 WO

Table 6. continued
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Role of Locally Elected Officials

Table 7 identifies the most frequently cited answers to the 
question: “What role did your local elected officials play in 
the flood recovery process?”

Those interviewed were almost unanimously 
complimentary of locally elected officials’ performance 
and actions with regard to the flood recovery process. 
Officials’ tireless efforts during the flood event—

Table 7. Role of local elected officials in the flood recovery process
Statement Frequency Cities
They were very involved, very active, tireless, tremendous 12 CC, CR, CR, CJ, CJ, CJ, WY, 

MC, MC, MC, WO, WO
Communicating 11 CR, CR, WY, WY, IC, MC, 

MC, MC, MC, MC
Meetings about buyout process 5 WY, WY, WY, WY, WY
Coordinated efforts, pulled departments together 3 MC, WO, WO
They were at meetings and in neighborhoods 3 CC, MC, MC
Designated area of town for buyout 2 CC, CR
Filling sandbags, getting people out of and into homes 2 CC, MC
Information resource 2 CC, MC
Emergency policy-making role, guiding policy 2 WY, IC
Playing role to mitigate future flooding 2 WY, MC
Relief shelters established, water provided 2 MC, MC
Very visible CC
Allowed department heads to run departments CC
Encouraging reinvestment CR
Made programs and themselves accessible CR
Policies hindered ability to respond, not people CR
Staff played greater role than elected officials REG
Original process right, but too slow, tedious; new people more 
entrepreneurial, but fights because different perspectives

CR

Proactive with grant dollars CR
Mayor did not like buyout idea CJ
Not proactive to reach out to coalition WY
Prioritized flood recovery for staff MC
Own agency had inadequate insurance coverage to cover losses MC
City staff established disaster recovery headquarters, communication plan MC
Got dirty, made sure programs worked and communicated about, 
advocated for community in Des Moines

MC

Linn County serving as grantee for region REG

communicating, filling sandbags, visiting neighborhoods, 
guiding policy—were cited frequently, as were their post-
flood efforts to develop a buyout plan and other city plans 
and to mitigate future flooding. The efforts of city and 
county staff were also lauded by those interviewed.

Linn County elected officials’ willingness to allow that 
county to serve as a grantee for the entire region was 
praised by a regional official.
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In Their Own Words…

“Overall, they did their jobs pretty well. In the end, the recovery was not quick enough. Flood 
recovery is obviously hard.” 

– Cedar Rapids nonprofit representative

“We had good leadership and they did as much as they could with the limited funding they had.” 
– Columbus Junction official

“Nothing ever moves as quickly as we’d like it to, but they’ve been proactive in the process of 
putting these grant dollars to work in good ways.” 

– Cedar Rapids nonprofit official

“Linn County is serving as grantee for our entire region. They have been more than 
accommodating and that’s not even the right word. They’ve cash-flowed these projects for the 
benefit of the region, to the greatest extent.” 

– Regional official

Public Processes Used Since Flood

Table 8 lists answers most frequently given in response to 
the question: “What types of public processes have you 
used since the flood to involve citizens in decision making 
and planning for housing and neighborhoods?”

Table 8. Public processes used since the flood to involve citizens in housing/neighborhood decision making and planning
Statement Frequency Cities
New committee(s) formed 6 WY, WY, WY, WY, MC, WO
Neighborhood associations, meetings 4 CR, IC, MC, WO
Updating comprehensive plan, incorporating flood-related issues in plan; 
citizen input included

3 WY, WY, WY

City has had quite a few sessions, public meetings 3 CC, IC, IC
Town, town hall meetings 3 CR, CR, MC
Citizen coalition set up to study long-term recovery 2 WY, WY
Newspapers, media 2 MC, MC
Not aware of some of that 2 CC, CJ
Think city administrator made decision CC
Street committee involved in decisions on street replacement CC
Information distributed via local media CC
Questions on buyouts CC
Need a plan to keep it from happening again CC
Not logical to say we will take all housing and commercial property out of 
floodplain

CC

Redrawing of floodplain maps process early in 2008; didn’t always conform 
to actual flooding later in 2008

CC

Cedar River Recreation and Habitat Improvement Project—long-term 
development project

CC

Numerous meetings with city leaders, staff about programs CR
Very broad outreach/inclusion process on neighborhood action plans CR
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In Their Own Words…

“There were thousands of hours put in to get input from 
thousands of citizens on these neighborhood action plans 
and that was the immediate post-flood process.” 

– Cedar Rapids nonprofit official

“We had open meetings and were very transparent.” 
– Columbus Junction official

“Currently we are going through a comprehensive land 
use plan update to update our plan for the next five years, 
so we are talking with realtors, lenders and others to 
establish what types of density are appropriate for various 
neighborhoods.” 

– Waverly official

“That early six to nine months of listening to a lot of flood 
victims who had been destroyed—it was almost like having 
Post-Traumatic Stress Syndrome going on. It was hard for 
them to see how it got them into a house.” 

– Cedar Rapids nonprofit representative

Table 8. Public processes used since the flood to involve citizens in housing/neighborhood decision making and planning
Statement Frequency Cities
Trying to reestablish volunteer housing commission CR
March 2011 regional housing needs assessment survey planned REG
Comprehensive plan updates underway in Linn County, small 
communities

REG

Lots of citizen input for neighborhood planning process, good plan came 
out of it, but it took too long

CR

Conversations at leadership level CR
Aware of meetings, public processes CJ
Open meetings, very transparent CJ
Task force committees, public open houses, meetings WY
City studies done WY
State meetings held for public input WY
Quite a few meetings, efforts in Waverly WY
Smart Growth seminar, public meetings held WY
City made effort to keep residents of affected neighborhood in loop MC
Post-flood meetings not well attended MC
Educating real estate clients about floodplains, zoning MC
Not as many local citizens involved as we would like MC
Public constantly informed on processes WO
Provided opportunities for public to speak at meetings WO
Work closely with housing groups WO
Not a lot; policies already in place WO

Barriers Encountered in Working with Private 
Businesses

Table 9 identifies answers to the question: “What types 
of barriers did you encounter in working with private 
businesses such as insurance companies, housing or real 
estate developers, realtors, and major employers in the 
flood recovery process?”

Table 8. continued
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Table 9. Barriers encountered in working with private businesses in the flood recovery process?
Statement Frequency Cities
No answer/none 10 CC, CR, CJ, CJ, WY, 

WY, IC, MC, WO, WO
Big-box stores would not take RIO appliance replacement vouchers 2 CC, MC
Most damage not covered by insurance companies 2 CR, MC
Dealing with insurance companies (including new sewer backup flood-related 
rider)

2 WY, MC

Flood insurance necessary to be helped by insurance, confusion about insurance 
coverage

2 WY, MC

Limitations on business operations due to flood issues; kidney dialysis unit had to 
relocate

2 MC, MC

People’s hesitancy to disclose information 2 Reg., IC
Small businesses taking RIO appliance replacement vouchers had six- to eight-
week wait to be paid

CC

Reaching people with information (newspaper, local channel not used by all) CC
City sewers backed up; residents must have sewer backup insurance to get paid 
anything

CC

Learning curve on rules—90 days CC
Limiting how much people could do on their property—to protect them CC
Developers’ lack of experience, risk aversion, gaps in financing for downtown 
housing development

CR

Realtors’ subtle bias against core neighborhoods CR
Scam contractors CR
Business sector frustration with pace of administrative process REG
Cash-flow issue for housing programs (IFA aided with this) REG
Duplication of benefits issue with insurance companies CR
Impacted neighborhoods not ready for redevelopment, new construction yet CR
Engaging new partners CR
Look within to come up with plans CJ
Actual flood maps not accurate CJ
Falloff in attendance at affordable housing advisory committee meetings WY
Lenders (especially those without local contact) with mortgage loans unwilling to 
accept short sales

WY

Some contractors shortcut building safety codes to quickly repair homes, 
businesses

WY

Floodplain identification, compliance disputes with lenders, owners WY
Getting permission from client to speak/advocate on their behalf WY
Learning process for insurance representatives WY
People exhausted by paperwork requirements, said not worth it WY
Better coordination of forms and programs needed to reduce paperwork for 
victims

WY

Dragged out process meant those most savvy and professional got funds, not 
lowest income or most needy

WY
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Table 9. Barriers encountered in working with private businesses in the flood recovery process?
Statement Frequency Cities
Cost of flood insurance, dealing with FEMA WY
Not finding property titles CJ
Difficulty purchasing lots CJ
Need program to replace, rehab city’s housing stock IC
Own agency had inadequate insurance coverage to replace losses MC
Confusion regarding how lump sum insurance payment could and could not be 
spent; caused problems with Jumpstart

MC

No new houses developed/bought MC
Needs of individuals escalated faster than response time WO
Not many rental units impacted by flood WO

In Their Own Words…

“Clients were frustrated with the process, but not because 
the companies were bad, but because people were unfamiliar 
with the process itself.”

 – Columbus Junction official

“There were issues with major lenders, those with mortgage 
loans on some homes. It was hard to get them to accept, for 
example, short sales. In that sense, our biggest problem was 
finding a contact at these lenders, there was nobody local, 
and it was a real problem to identify an actual person so we 
can proceed on the sale of a damage property.” 

– Waverly official

“There’s been this misunderstanding, or wondering why 
aren’t you guys rebuilding in the neighborhoods that 
were decimated? … The fact of the matter was that the 
neighborhoods were not ready yet because they were in 
recovery, buyout, what’s-going-to-happen mode.”

– Cedar Rapids nonprofit representative

Table 9. continued
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Advice for Another City Experiencing Similar 
Housing Issues After a Natural Disaster

Table 10 lists interview responses to the question: “What 
advice would you give to another city experiencing similar 
housing issues after a natural disaster?”

Two of the top three answers mentioned the need to 
have a plan in place prior to a disaster. Many of the other 
answers dealt with collaboration and timeliness of action, 
whether before or after the disaster.

Table 10. What advice would you give to another city experiencing similar housing issues after a natural disaster?
Statement Frequency Cities
Have workable plan, based on communities that have gone through similar 
experiences

6 CJ, CJ, WY, WY, MC, 
WO

Bring in all elements of community, including social services and key players, so 
all on same page, duplication avoided

5 CR, CJ, MC, MC, WO

Need catastrophic plan in place 4 CR, MC, MC, WO
Need earlier notice of flood threat 2 WY, WY
Should not take two to three years to resolve housing issues 2 WY, WY
List resources, state agencies and prioritize 2 WY, MC
Buyout process is slow 2 CR, CR
Great advice from Grand Forks, New Orleans, Des Moines (but didn’t understand 
at the time)

2 CR, MC

City needs relationship with FEMA, state 2 CR, WY
Be aggressive in seeking out partnerships, collaboration 2 CR, MC
Coordinate with councils of government, other assistance programs 2 WY, WY
Need to go in basements of elderly residents to check for mold 2 MC, MC
Diversity on committees CC
Assess immediately how much housing lost, how much needs to be replaced CC
Flood protection CC
Enforce flood policies prior to flood CC
Make sure flood recovery and assistance policies are well understood by staff CC
Protect citizens from crooked contractors, shabby work CR
Identify and rehab quickly to encourage reinvestment CR
No Coralville interest in program to assist landlords who lost revenue—
documentation? benefit?

REG

Federal programs will have gaps CR
Be patient CR
Have very best, experienced people on hand CJ
Set strict price guidelines for building materials and furniture replacement CJ
Communication key WY
Make sure have areas for development available outside floodplain WY
Do not develop in floodplain WY
Still struggling with it WY
Takes three years to transition back to normal WY
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Table 10. What advice would you give to another city experiencing similar housing issues after a natural disaster?
Statement Frequency Cities
Immediate relief efforts; quick assessment and prioritization; build coalition; 
practice skills

WY

Demolition, cleanup more expensive when government is involved WY
City could prioritize housing-assistance-eligible individuals based on health, need IC
Make more public housing available IC
Get financial resources out to as many people as possible as quickly as possible MC
Start sooner MC
Crisis will make city more prepared in future MC
Having experienced, educated coordinator helps MC
Update and be familiar with floodplain maps MC
Be aware of long-term needs MC
Get accurate information out quickly MC
Give time line for victims, community MC
Have committee in place for short- and long-term emergency housing issues MC
Keep public informed WO
Be considerate with citizens WO
Learn from history and do preventive things when possible WO
Check insurance coverage annually WO
Need plan for replacement of affordable housing WO

In Their Own Words…

“The missing link was early communication between the local and state levels and 
coordination on how these issues were going to be addressed. If local communities were 
hamstrung, it wasn’t their own doing.” 

– Regional official

“One thing that we learn from history is that we don’t learn from our history. We have 
to start learning from our history.” 

– Waterloo official

“Try to assess immediately how much housing you think you’ve lost and how much 
housing you think you’re going to need to replace—whether you need to build new, or 
take out entire areas, or build up areas.” 

– Charles City realtor

“Councils and mayors need to understand it takes three to four years to get things 
moving forward.” 

– Waverly official

“Be as considerate as you can with your citizens.” 
– Waterloo official

Table 10. continued
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Observations and Recommendations
Based on the input from the 43 key informant interviews, 
the ISU research team developed a list of observations that 
can be acted upon to improve response to future natural 
disasters. The analysis of the responses supported the 
findings in other portions of the research for this project, 
while adding context and anecdotal examples.

Observation 1: The most immediate housing 
impact was absorbing flood-impacted households 
into available housing stock in the community. 
The lasting problem is affordable single-family 
ownership and affordable multifamily rental stock.

As the economic impact analysis shows, this was a 
temporary effect and most markets were able to absorb 
households either within the community or neighboring 
communities. The greatest difficulty appears to have been 
matching special needs populations (elderly, handicapped 
and very low-income households) with available housing 
that was affordable to them. The moderate-income 
households eventually encountered financial constraints 
in paying mortgages on uninhabitable homes while 
paying for temporary replacement housing costs in the 
interim before insurance settlements and buyout processes 
kicked in. Key informants also noted that the greatest 
housing need in their communities is for affordable 
housing for low-income populations and that a variety of 
affordable low-income housing options are needed: single-
family ownership and rental, multifamily rental, and 
handicapped-accessible units were the most frequent types 
of housing mentioned.

Observation 2: Municipal and nonprofit capacity in 
case management and outreach services is needed 
for recovery programs to operate effectively.

The observed need for case management and outreach 
services was identified in the focus group research and the 
analysis of the key informant interviews supported that 
observation. Throughout the key informant responses were 
numerous indicators of issues and situations that effective 
case management and outreach capacity could have 
alleviated. Examples from the key informant interviews 
included the difficulties municipal and nonprofit staff 
experienced in coordinating assistance to households 
by cobbling together multiple sources for which families 
may have been eligible, the difficulties municipal and 
nonprofit staff had in coping with other pre-flood financial 
problems such as upside-down mortgages and credit 
issues, counseling clients on what their options were and 
understanding enough about available programs to give 
wise counsel, and losing track of clients.

Possible Solutions: The Administration for Children 
and Families (ACF) of the US Department of Health and 
Human Services has published Disaster Case Management: 
Implementation Guide by Roberta Lavin and Dr. Sylvia 
Menefee. (Disaster Case Management: Implementation 
Guide. Lavin, R. & Menifee, S. (eds.) Washington, DC: 
Administration for Children and Families. November 
2009.) This superb disaster case management manual 
provides valuable information on how to coordinate 
a disaster response that is sensitive to the needs of 
individual households and special needs populations. It 
can be downloaded at: http://www.acf.hhs.gov/ohsepr/
dcm/docs/Draft_DCM_ImplementationGuide.pdf

The manual would be particularly useful for state agencies, 
municipalities and nonprofit service providers. The 
manual includes a taxonomy of needs that households 
may typically be facing in a disaster situation, training 
needed for volunteers, information on how to do program 
intake and how to interview disaster-impacted households 
to gather information on their needs, and outreach 
methods for identifying disaster-impacted families and 
linking them to available resources.

The cities in the study area did not have the same capacity 
to implement a case management or outreach project. 
For those smaller communities, a good example of a 
community- and volunteer-based system was used by 
Jamestown, ND. The Resources Agencies Flood Team 
(RAFT), a multiagency coalition, developed a simple 
intake form that could be administered by citizens and 
organizations such as churches and service clubs. The 
form can be downloaded at: http://www.lrrnd.org/pics/
Spring%2009%20flooding/Application%20form%20
-%20Central.pdf

The University of Minnesota also has a simple, one-page 
form for gathering contact information from disaster-
impacted households either in door-to-door efforts or at 
disaster resource fairs. This form could be a useful tool 
in identifying impacted households and establishing an 
outreach and case management relationship with the 
families. It can be downloaded at: http://www.extension.
umn.edu/family/tough-times/disaster-recovery/docs/
sample-intake-form.pdf

Observation 3: Disaster recovery programs can be 
created before a disaster and legislatively funded 
when it is time to implement a disaster response.

Key informant interview participants reiterated the 
observations of focus group participants in their wish that 
the disaster recovery programs had been available before 
the disaster and that they could have received training in 
how to implement them correctly. Specific examples cited 
in the key informant interviews that support this opinion 
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include the various rules that were perceived as barriers 
such as lead-based paint, State Historic Preservation Office 
(SHPO) requirements, federally required duplication 
of effort documentation, and building inspection 
requirements and criteria. The inequities created when 
assistance programs changed, causing one neighbor to 
receive a $60,000 settlement while the next-door neighbor 
in a different program only received $24,999. Establishing 
contractor requirements for firms wanting to bid on 
rehabilitation and demolition work and never receiving 
determinations on eligibility for certain special situations, 
such as contract buyers or spec buildings, were also 
sources of frustration. Admittedly, many of the rules that 
focus group participants characterized as barriers (e.g., 
lead-based paint, duplication of effort) were not imposed 
specifically on the flood recovery projects but came 
attached to the funding sources under existing programs 
operating under less challenging circumstances.

Possible Solutions: While state agencies have little control 
over the vagaries of federal programming, staffs within 
state agencies are aware of the rules and regulations that 
govern their program funding. Jumpstart now exists 
and can be used as a model disaster recovery program if 
it is frequently modified to accommodate rule changes 
and eligibility requirements. One suggestion is to 
thoroughly evaluate the Jumpstart programs to identify 
what elements worked best for communities and what 
changes stakeholders would recommend to make them 
more effective. An advisory council with representatives 
from IDED, IFA, Iowa Homeland Security, the Governor’s 
Office and the Department of Transportation, for example, 
could meet annually to review rule changes or income 
eligibility that may impact Jumpstart and codify those 
changes. This can also be a very cost-effective means of 
maintaining working relationships between agencies 
who will in all likelihood be asked to mobilize quickly to 
respond to future disasters similar to the 2008 floods.

Observation 4: Key informant respondents said 
that pre-flood plans were generally inadequate, 
and they cited a need for planning, public 
participation and local government leadership as 
crucial tools for recovery.

This statement is supported by findings of the 
documentary archival research presented in another 
component of the housing needs assessment. While key 
informants were effusive in their support of how local 
government officials responded to the 2008 floods and 
the ensuing recovery process, they were also generally 
supportive and positive about the role the state played in 
offering programs and leadership. Key informants stated 
that the 2008 floods were an opportunity for a variety of 
nonprofit organizations, volunteer groups and community 

institutions to plan for their futures and expand their 
services through collaboration and partnerships. 
This observation is also supported by the findings in 
the Geographic Information System (GIS) research 
component of the housing needs assessment, which show 
that data were often insufficient for decision-making 
purposes. Specific examples of insufficient data from the 
key informant interview analysis were incorrect floodplain 
maps that did not adequately identify the expected flood 
extent and the lack of a database of resources available 
to begin flood response and recovery. These are both 
problems that can be corrected before future natural 
disasters.

Appendices
Attached as an appedix is the Key Themes Analysis. 
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Appendix 
 Common Themes from Key Informant Interviews

Common Challenges
•	 Housing—displaced	individuals	immediately	after	flood.

•	 Shortage	of	quality	rental	housing	for	low-	and	moderate-income	(LMI)	individuals,	particularly	single-family	
units and handicapped-accessible units. 

•	 Loss	of	LMI-affordable/“starter	house”	units	with	damage/buyout	of	older	housing	units	as	a	result	of	the	flood.

•	 Confusion	about	assistance	programs,	Jumpstart	program	changes,	requirements	regarding	duplication	of	
benefits, and documentation of what insurance payouts are for and how funds are spent.

•	 Negative	impact	of	lengthy	buyout/demolition	process	on	homeowners	(credit,	inability	to	make	decisions	or	
move on) and on neighborhoods (appearance and safety).

•	 Flood’s	impact	on	service	providers’	own	facilities	(complicating	their	efforts	to	help	other	flood	victims),	as	well	
as on city services and utilities.

•	 LMI	residents	affected	disproportionately	due	to	LMI	housing	location	in	floodplain	and	LMI	residents’	severe	
lack of resources to deal with flood and losses.

Notable Though Less-frequently Identified Challenges
•	 Big-box	retailers	would	not	accept	RIO	vouchers	for	appliance	replacement,	other	goods;	small	businesses	had	

cash-flow problems because of the six-week delay in reimbursement for vouchers.

•	 Iowa	City,	for	example,	lost	housing	stock	and	residents	when	flood	victims	who	accepted	buyouts	relocated	to	
other neighboring communities where housing costs were lower.

•	 Builder	of	(vacant)	spec	houses	in	Iowa	City	received	no	financial	assistance	for	losses	through	either	housing	or	
business assistance programs.

•	 Lack	of	counseling	for	flood	victims	regarding	how	insurance,	assistance	money	could/should	be	spent.

•	 Stigmatization	of	homes	that	had	water	in	them,	lowering	those	homes’	value	and	making	reinvestment	in	those	
units risky.

Advice for Other Communities
•	 Keep	floodplain	maps	up	to	date	and	enforce	floodplain	protection	policies.

•	 Develop	disaster	plan	for	community,	make	sure	everyone	knows	what	the	plan	is—and	practice	it.	(Input	from	
communities that have experienced natural disasters in recent years is a good resource when developing plans.)

•	 Coordinate	and	collaborate	with	other	service	and	assistance	providers,	both	locally	and	at	the	state	and	federal	
level.

•	 Get	moving	quickly	to	assist	impacted	residents,	but	expect	to	be	involved	in	a	two-	to	three-year	recovery	effort/
program.
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Introduction
This section of the report provides a statistical analysis of 
the online survey administered to local stakeholders from 
the study communities who were identified by IDED, IFA 
and RIO. The survey was also administered to statewide 
stakeholders who were primarily representatives of 
government agencies or regional nonprofit organizations 
that served one or more of the communities or served 
a particular part of eastern Iowa impacted by the 2008 
flooding. The online survey was used to capture additional 
input from stakeholders who were unable to participate 
in any of the seven focus groups or who had stated a 
preference to receive an electronic survey rather than 
being interviewed individually.

Methodology
The online survey was administered using Survey Monkey, 
a commercially available software program. IDED, 
IFA and RIO provided e-mail addresses of potential 
respondents. The address lists were augmented after 
each of the focus groups using a snowball sampling 
technique in which participants were asked to name 
three to five people who stood out in their minds as 
particularly knowledgeable about housing issues in their 
community post-flood. This technique was employed to 
gain additional input from nontraditional stakeholders 
who may have been operating at a grassroots level, such 
as active citizen volunteers, faith-based organizations, 
or neighborhood groups. Table 1 shows the breakdown 
of the responses between the local sample obtained by 
snowballing and the statewide sample, which consisted of 
individuals who worked with more than one community 
or on a regional basis and who were picked by statewide 
organizations.

The online survey was distributed on December 16, 2010 
with a follow-up e-mail to nonrespondents on January 3, 
2011. The overall response rate was 50% (41.9% for the 
local sample and 53.8% for IFA, RIO and IDED statewide 
stakeholders). Due to the low number of completed 

An Analysis of Online Survey Results

surveys from some cities, the data were weighted 
to minimize underrepresentation from other cities. 
Weighting was based on having at least 10 samples from 
each of the eight cities; that is, each of the responses was 
weighted as if it was answered by 10 respondents. Seventy-
three percent of the respondents were affiliated with some 
type of housing-related organization. Table 2 shows the 
organizations that respondents represented.

The online survey was composed of 38 questions (33 
thematic questions and five demographic questions) 
related to participants’ perceptions of housing issues 
before and after the 2008 floods. Questions covered the 
availability of housing following the floods, recovery 
efforts made by the community, city housing codes, 
the impact of flooding on community businesses, the 
presence and roles of neighborhood groups and coalitions 
in recovery work, the efficacy of state and federal 
assistance programs in the recovery effort, housing gaps 
participants see in their communities, and barriers they 

Table 1. Online survey sampling pattern
No. Percent Response rate

Local Sample 13 27.1% 41.9%
Statewide Sample 35 72.9% 53.8%

Total: 48 100.0% 50.0%

Table 2: Organizations represented in online survey 
respondents
Johnson County Social Services
Cedar Valley Friends of the Family
HOMZ Management Corp. Ecumenical Towers 
Housing Corp
Southeast Iowa Regional Planning Commission
City of Cedar Rapids
City of Mason City
Iowa Northland Regional Council of Governments 
(INRCOG)
NIACOG
Cardinal Capital Management
City of Waterloo
Iowa Heartland Habitat for Humanity
The American Home Ownership Foundation
Waterloo Community Development
City of Waverly Community Development and Zoning 
Division of Economic Development
Affordable Housing Network 
Grant Village Senior Housing LLC
West Side Manor Apartments
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perceptions of how well those plans worked, or didn’t, and 
what changes their cities have made since the floods to 
make the plans more effective.

In the first part of question 5, respondents were asked to 
complete the statement: “Before the flood the housing 
codes in my community were made to make decisions 
about…” Respondents were instructed to check as many 
of the following that applied: acquisition, demolition, 
reconstruction/relocation of flood-impacted properties 
and other. The responses show that less than half of 
the respondents felt that housing codes had been used 
to make determinations regarding which properties to 
acquire in buyout programs, which properties could be 
rebuilt or repaired or which should be demolished (see 
table 3). Responses showed more likelihood for housing 
codes to be used regarding demolitions.

In the second part of question 5, respondents were asked 
to: “Please check the statement that best reflects the 
situation in your community after the 2008 flood.” The 
choices given were: Our comprehensive plan/land use plan 
did not enable us to address flooding issues effectively, our 
comprehensive plan/land use plan enabled us to address 
flooding issues effectively, and our comprehensive plan 
made no difference in our ability to address flooding 
issues. Figure 2 shows the responses to this question. 
Again, similar to the question regarding housing codes, 
only 42% of respondents felt their comprehensive plans 
were an effective tool and 58% responded that the 
comprehensive plan either didn’t address issues effectively 
or made no difference at all.

The final component of question 5 was an open-ended 
statement: “I wish that the following resources, planning 
tools and/or types of information had been available to 
start long-term planning immediately after the flood of 
2008.” Survey participants could give up to four separate 
answers. The responses fell into three general categories: 
contact information, information about flood recovery 
resources and general data. Specific types of contact 
information respondents mentioned included FEMA 
contact information and information about emergency 
service providers for shelter, food and mortgage assistance. 
The specific types of information about flood recovery 

have encountered in rebuilding the community post-
flood. The full questionnaire is attached as an appendix. 
The responses to the survey were analyzed using a 
combination of the statistical software built into the 
Survey Monkey program and additional statistical tests 
(such as weighting) to validate information.

Analysis of Survey Results

Perception of Housing Availability  
and Population Loss

One of the primary purposes of this research study was 
to determine whether the 2008 floods created gaps in 
housing availability and resulted in population loss in the 
impacted communities. In question 3 of the online survey, 
respondents were given a statement to complete regarding 
their perception of housing availability: “Since the floods, 
housing availability in my community has: increased, 
decreased, stayed the same, or don’t know.” Figure 1 shows 
the responses to this question.

Effectiveness of Comprehensive Plans and Housing 
Codes

Another important factor addressed in the survey is the 
extent to which communities had comprehensive plans 
for zoning of housing in floodplains and accompanying 
housing codes setting forth rules for the protection (or 
eventual removal) of housing located in floodplains. The 
documentary archival research component of this study 
examined those plans and codes to determine if they had 
addressed identifying flood hazards, predicting flood 
extent, preventing new construction in high-risk areas, or 
post-flood housing issues. To verify that research, question 
5, which consisted of three parts, dealt with respondents’ 
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Figure 1. Housing availability post-flood

Table 3. Use of existing housing codes to make post-
flood housing decisions
Demolition 43.8%
Reconstruction relocation of flood impacted 
properties

35.9%

Acquisition 32.1%
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resources mentioned included information about 
how to do cleanup, how to provide case management, 
and what housing developers are available to do new 
construction. Specific types of general data that were 
mentioned included statistical data for needs assessments, 
information to help identify rental properties, correct 
inundation maps and information on how to rebuild/
repair homes. These open-ended responses support the 
observations made in other portions of this research 
project that identified a need for case management 
assistance, access to contact information or a database of 
resources available, and a general lack of useful statistical 
data (or knowledge on how to find and use statistical data) 
to make decisions.

Question 6 asked respondents to comment on other plans 
(other than the comprehensive plan) that may have been 
in effect at the time of the 2008 floods and whether these 
plans were helpful in addressing the impacts of the flood. 
Survey participants were asked to check the phrase the 
best completes the sentence: “Our ability to withstand the 
2008 floods was…” and were given the following choices: 
minimized by existing plans in the community, made 
worse by the existing plans in the community, unaffected 
by the existing plans in the community, and enhanced by 
the existing plans in the community. Again, less than half 
of the respondents thought that other community plans 
were effective in addressing flooding issues. However, 
there was more variety in the responses, with almost 
a third replying that existing plans actually made the 
situation worse (figure 3).

Survey participants were also asked in question 6 to 
evaluate plans put into effect since the 2008 floods. 
Participants completed the sentence: “The impact of future 
flooding episodes on my community will be...” with the 
following choices: minimized by plans put in place since 
the 2008 flood, increased by the plans put in place since 
the 2008 flood, neither increased nor decreased by the 
plans put in place since the 2008 flood. Roughly 73% of 
respondents showed confidence in plans that have been 
changed since the 2008 floods (figure 4).

Figure 2. Perceived effectiveness of comprehensive/land 
use plans in addressing flooding issues

Public Participation Processes

One goal of this research study was to determine whether 
public participation processes were used in post-flood 
planning and whether those processes were inclusive. 
Question 8 asked whether neighborhood groups/coalitions 
took part in flood recovery, to which 47% of respondents 
answered “yes.” An open-ended follow-up to that question 
asked what new groups or coalitions were formed and 10 
groups were mentioned. Four of the groups were long-term 
recovery coalitions, one (Cedar Rapids) was a neighborhood 
public planning group, one was a disaster preparedness group, 
and one group was formed specifically for housing recovery.

Both the focus group and key informant interview results 
demonstrated a need for case management and outreach 
capacity to recover from natural disasters. Question 7 
in the online survey corresponds to this perceived need, 
specifically in terms of communication methods used 
to inform citizens and solicit input following the floods. 
Survey participants identified communication methods 
used by their respective communities from the following 
list: radio, TV, social media, newsletter, word of mouth, 
newspaper; meetings, phone, ICN, and other. The responses 
to this question are shown in figure 5.
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Loss of Population and Impact on Local 
Businesses

Population loss resulting from the 2008 
floods was another issue addressed in the 
online survey. Question 9 in the survey asked 
respondents whether they had observed 
population loss and where they are seeing 
people choose to rebuild their homes. The 
question provided the options of the same 
city, the same neighborhood, or a different 
location, with an open-ended text box for 
respondents to identify communities in their 
region to which they thought people had 
chosen to move after the floods (figure 6). 
Specific communities mentioned as having 
benefitted from growth caused by displaced households 
were Cedar Falls, Clear Lake, Coralville, Evansdale, 
Hudson, North Liberty, Tiffin and Ventura.

Survey participants were also asked to assess the 
economic impact of the floods on local businesses 
in their communities. In question 10, respondents 
completed the statement: “After the flood of 2008, my 
company experienced…” with the following choices: a 
loss of employees, turnover in positions, job vacancies 
as a result of the flood, not affected by flood of 2008, 
and other.” Seventy-seven percent of respondents said 
their companies were not affected by the flood. Nearly 
3% lost employees and experienced job turnover. One 
company reported reassigning staff to work on the flood 
recovery effort. Since a portion of this research project 
examines economic impacts that could be attributable to 
the floods of 2008 versus the nationwide recession that 
began in 2009, the survey asked respondents to indicate 
whether they thought the flood or the recession had a 
greater negative effect on their respective companies. Ten 
percent indicated that the 2008 flood had a more negative 
economic impact and 90% indicated that the national 
recession had more negative economic impact.

Effectiveness of State Flood Recovery and Housing 
Recovery Programs

A portion of this research project evaluated the perceived 
effectiveness of state-sponsored flood and housing 
programs. In question 11, survey participants were asked 
to indicate whether or not state programs to assist low- 
and very low-income residents with housing issues were 
available in their communities, as well as whether or not 
state programs were available to assist households earning 
above the median family income with housing issues. 
Figure 7 shows how survey respondents perceived the 
intended audience of state flood recovery programs.

Question 15 dealt with state programs. The first part of the 
question listed state and federal programs that were used 
to help communities recover from the 2008 floods and 
asked respondents to choose all the programs they knew 
were being used in their community. Choices included:

•	 IDED/IFA	Jumpstart	programs	for	households,	
businesses and communities

•	 Buyouts,	hazard	mitigation	and	disaster	grants	
from the Homeland Security/Emergency 
Management Division

•	 Preferential	financial	tools	from	the	Iowa	
Department of Economic Development and the 
Iowa Finance Authority

•	 Rebuild	Iowa	Office	coordination	of	available	
multiagency assistance resources

•	 Financial	resources	and	programs	available	
through regional councils of governments or 
entitlement cities

•	 Iowa	Department	of	Human	Services	counseling	
programs

•	 Other

Figure 5. Methods used to communicate with the public post-flood
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Table 4 shows the percentages of respondents 
who were aware of the variety of programs 
available. To determine if there were certain 
communities that were more aware of 
programs or accessed programs to a greater 
or lesser extent, the research team isolated 
the responses to Question 15 generated 
from each community (see figure 8). The 
difference in awareness between the larger 
metropolitan cities and the smaller rural 
communities is significant in some cases. 

The second part of question 15 asked 
whether or not the state programs that were 
available were effective in meeting housing 
needs. Fifty-two percent of the respondents 
indicated state programs were effective, 17% 
said the programs were not effective and 31% 
did not use any state programs (figure 9). 

The third part of question 15 was an open-
ended question where survey participants 
were asked to list housing issues that were 
not adequately addressed by the state 
programs. Table 5 shows a compilation of the 
open-ended responses.

Table 4. Awareness of state programs for flood recovery
Buyouts, hazard mitigation and disaster grants 97.8
IDED/IA Jumpstart program 80.0
Rebuild Iowa Office 46.7
Financial resources and program through 
regional COG and entitlement cities

42.2

Preferential financial tool form IDED and IFA 26.7
IDHS counseling programs 17.8
Other: IUNDGP funds and project recovery 2.2
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Gaps in Housing and Types of Housing Replaced 
Post-flood

Participants’ perceptions of the housing gaps that were 
caused by loss of property during the 2008 floods were 
addressed in the survey questions regarding population 
groups that may be experiencing difficulty finding housing 
affordable to them, the types of housing that are being 
replaced, the sources of funding individual households 
are using to address their need for replacement housing, 
and location decisions about where people are choosing to 
rebuild or relocate. 

In question 12, respondents were asked to indicate which 
groups’ housing needs were not met by their respective 
communities following the floods. Choices included 
lower income, young families, elderly, renters, ethnic 
minority, middle class, affluent, persons with disabilities, 
single-family owners, and other. Figure 10 shows the 
aggregated responses to the question and figure 11 breaks 
the answers down by the city. In the aggregated results, 
low-income households and renters were the two highest 
categories. When responses were examined by city, 
however, differences in urban and rural perceptions of 
the gap in housing for their specific community reveal 
specific situations, such as Mason City’s very high ranking 
of a need for housing for young families, Coralville’s equal 
ranking of a need for middle-class housing and rental 
units, and Columbus Junction being the only city to rank 
housing for single-family homeowners as the highest need.

Question 13 broke these categories down into specific 
types of housing. For example, “rental market” in question 
12 is divided into multifamily housing units or single-
family homes that can be rented. Respondents indicated 
whether or not the following types of housing was able 
to be replaced: single-family owned, single-family rental, 
multifamily rental, condominium/townhouse, senior 

Figure 9. Use of state programs for flood recovery

Table 5. Housing issues not adequately addressed by 
state programs
Homeowner Contract for deed home owners
Low income Low-income families need for affordable 

rental housing
Low-income owners with low pre-flood 
value homes could not afford to rehab or 
replace housing
Very low-income housing needs
Eligibility

Funding Funding to move houses instead of 
demolishing them
Up-front funding to cities for 
infrastructure to create new residential 
subdivisions
Cost
Affordable replacement housing

Seniors Seniors unable to take out mortgages to 
replace lost housing

Rental Single-family rentals
Relocation Those homeowners wishing to relocate 

their homes only had the option of 
buyout if their how was under 50% 
damaged
Assistance with house moving through 
FEMA or state funding sources was not 
offered—only a buyout program

Timeliness Timeliness of assistance

Figure 10. Populations perceived to have the highest 
post-flood housing needs
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housing including assisted living, housing for persons 
with disabilities, and other. Again, results are presented 
in the aggregate (figure 12) and then broken down by city 
(figure 13). In the aggregate results, 51.9% of respondents 
identified single-family rental as the type of housing most 
likely to have not been replaced post-flood, 40.7% said 
that single-family owned homes were the second most 
likely housing type that has not been replaced, and 33.3% 
identified multifamily rental units as a type of housing 
that hasn’t been replaced post-flood. Figure 13 makes clear 
that the majority of communities define rental as single-
family homes that can be rented from multifamily housing 
complexes. This finding is interesting because multifamily 
housing complexes, using tools 
such as the low-income housing 
tax credit, are more likely to be 
developed by large-scale private 
developers than single-family 
rental projects, which are more 
likely to be developed by small-
scale local landlords who are more 
likely eligible for programs such 
as a rental rehab program using 
Community Development Block 
Grants coupled with participation 
in Section 8 housing where 
available.

The availability of funds or 
subsidies may have influenced the 
types of replacement housing that 
have come onto the market post-
flood. Question 14 sought survey 
respondents’ perceptions of the 

Figure 11. Populations perceived to have the highest post-flood housing needs by city

Figure 12. Types of housing not replaced post-flood

Figure 13. Types of housing not replaced post-flood by city
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types of funds individual households accessed 
that may have influenced their housing choice. 
As figure 14 shows, 81.1% of respondents said 
private insurance settlements were the primary 
form of funding. Insurance settlements could 
have been used to repair the home or to pay for 
another home. The 67.6% FEMA or HUD funds 
were likely buyout acquisitions that resulted 
in the household obtaining a home other than 
the one they were residing in at the time of the 
flood. The 64.9% identified as state funds, such 
as private insurance settlements, could have 
been either for repairs in situ or relocation. 
The 67.6% in private funds may represent the 
costs to individual households who used their 
own funds, rather than any program, to resolve 
their housing needs, although it is not apparent 
whether they repaired their existing homes or 
acquired new ones.

Question 16 examines other factors that may have 
influenced a household’s replacement housing choice. 
Respondents were asked to complete the statement: 
“In my community, people have chosen to rebuild 
based on… and were asked to check all that apply 
of the following: available, plotted land; zoning; 
insurance payments they received on damaged home; 
and other. The most influential factor was the receipt 
of an insurance settlement, and more than 50% of 
respondents also cited the availability of plotted lots as 
an influencing factor.

Rebuilding the Community

The online survey included a series of questions about 
community concerns that had been expressed anecdotally 
following the 2008 floods in regard to specific barriers that 
may be impeding attempts to rebuild the flood-impacted 
communities. Respondents were asked whether or not 
property title clearance issues were a barrier to acquiring 
damaged properties, and only 25% answered “yes.” 

Focus group participants said that the shortage of 
available lots for rebuilding was a significant issue. The 
corresponding question in the survey asked whether 
or not build-out lots or in some cases entirely new 
neighborhoods had been developed. Forty-three percent 
of respondents answered “yes.”

The research team wished to determine whether survey 
respondents had encountered any barriers in seeking state 
assistance. Forty-eight percent indicated that they had 
encountered problems accessing state assistance. Despite 
these barriers, 75% of survey participants said that state 
and federal officials were responsive to their requests for 

information, assistance and support. This disparity may 
express a gap between the state’s willingness to help and 
the ability to provide assistance that was requested. 

The loss of businesses in flood communities is covered 
in the economic impact analysis of the housing needs 
assessment. The corresponding online survey question 
asked respondents whether there were retail businesses in 
their respective cities that had not reopened because of the 
2008 floods. Sixty-one percent of respondents perceived 
that there were businesses in the community that did not 
survive. The survey also asked if there were portions of 
the community that respondents felt had not been rebuilt 
as they had expected. Thirty-two percent answered “yes.” 
Finally, survey participants were asked which housing 
price points that the private market has failed to develop. 
Roughly 73% said housing under $100,000 and 26.6% said 
housing in the $100,000–$249,000 price range.

Figure 14. Sources of funds available to households for acquisition 
of replacement housing

Figure 15. Factors influencing housing replacement decisions
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Observations and Recommendations
Based on the results of the online survey, the ISU research 
team developed a list of observations that can be acted 
upon to improve response to future natural disasters. The 
analysis of the responses supported the findings in other 
portions of the research for this project, while adding 
context and anecdotal examples.

Observation 1: Further investigation is warranted 
regarding communities’ identified desire for rental 
housing and programs that can be made available 
to meet the unmet rental housing needs.

Survey respondents expressed that an unmet housing 
need in their communities is for rental housing. However, 
a series of specific questions revealed that respondents 
defined rental housing as a mixture of single-family 
rental and multifamily rental developments. These two 
types of housing operate at different scales with different 
stakeholder partners and different sources of funding 
to incentivize construction. IDED and IFA could help 
communities identify opportunities for local government 
to encourage the construction of single-family rental 
housing using CDBG dollars for rental rehabilitation or 
housing trust fund dollars for rent-to-own opportunities. 
Existing low-income housing tax credit projects could 
be directed toward the larger-scale multifamily housing 
developments, particularly in the more urbanized 
communities in this study.

Observation 2: Communities are interested in 
incorporating the lessons they’ve learned into a 
variety of long-range planning tools, but data are 
needed to do so effectively.

One of the most surprising results of the online survey 
analysis was how ineffective survey respondents thought 
their pre-flood plans had been in protecting housing 
and business property located in flood-prone areas. 
Forty percent of respondents noted that plans had been 
changed post-flood to make the communities safer in 
the future. Given IDED’s efforts in promoting smart 
growth, the public interest in long-term planning is a good 
opportunity to assist communities in addressing some of 
their needs by providing data for decision making and 
opportunities for community leaders to learn how to find 
and use the available data.

Observation 3: Communities need timely, accurate 
data regarding services available both locally and 
at the statewide level to begin recovery work.

Like the focus group and key informant interview analyses 
of this research project, the survey results revealed a need 
for concise information about services and programs 
available at the community and statewide levels at the 
time of a natural disaster. The state could be the repository 
for this kind of information and it would not be a costly 
endeavor to develop fast communication methods to share 
information with communities in crisis.
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